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Objective:  The objective of a Safety Management System (SMS) is to provide a structured management system to control risk in 
operations.  A formal system of hazard identification and safety risk management is essential in controlling risk to acceptable levels.  
Safety management is centered on a systematic approach to hazard identification and risk management, in the interests of minimizing the 
loss of human life, property damage, and financial, environmental and societal losses.  

Significant attention to safety in the aviation industry has evolved over many years of applying good practices. Continuous improvement 
in aviation safety, with balance achieved between safety and efficiency, demands that all participants in the system challenge the 
processes, the culture, and themselves, to identify weaknesses and to seek corrective solutions. 

Description:  System Safety falls under the umbrella of Safety Management Systems (SMS).  The definition of SMS is a Systemic approach 
to managing safety, including the necessary organizational structures, accountabilities, policies and procedures.  The result is the ability to 
systemically identify hazards and control risks as well as provide assurance that risk controls are effective.  Although we currently do a 
good job of identifying hazards and controlling risks, we are not realizing the full benefit that a system wide approach provides. 

The foundation of SMS consists of four “pillars,” they are Safety Policy, Safety Risk Management, Safety Assurance and Safety Promotion.  
When fully implemented SMS provides and promotes a Positive Safety Culture.  A Positive Safety Culture is an Informed Culture, Flexible 
Culture, Learning Culture, Just Culture, and a Reporting Culture that captures the operational knowledge and experience of the employees 
and involves them in the safety achievement process.  The desired end result of this cultural shift is to achieve the status of a Highly 
Reliable Organization (HRO).  ** 

In an Informed Culture people are knowledgeable about the human, technical, organizational and environmental factors that determine 
the safety of the system as a whole.  In a Flexible Culture people can adapt organizational processes when facing high temporary 
operations or certain higher levels of risk, shifting from the conventional pyramid organization model to a flatter model.  In a Learning 
Culture people have the willingness and the competence to draw conclusions from safety information systems and the will to implement 
major reforms.  A Just Culture encourages people (even rewards) to provide essential safety‐related information.  However there is a 
clear line that differentiates between acceptable and unacceptable behavior.  In a Reporting Culture people are prepared to report their 
errors and experiences.  To successfully implement a Positive Safety Culture we need participation from top leadership, down to all of the 
people accomplishing the mission or task.  

 



Following your review of the stated Objective and Description of System Safety, you probably have questions on how to best utilize the 
Guide, as well as how this fits into “the big picture”. 

First the big picture; the agencies started looking into System Safety in 2005.  Their findings were positive and in 2006 the BLM entered 
into an Interagency partnership with the USFS to start work on Aviation Safety Assessments.  The first assessments were completed by 
Interagency Subject Matter Experts (SME) in March of 2007 and were made available on line in May of 2007.  These are the second 
revision, completed in March of 2008, are posted online and have been distributed in hard copy in this Aviation System Safety Guide.   
Our goal is to work towards an Interagency Safety Management System that incorporates all four of the SMS pillars mentioned earlier.  
Adoption of SMS also brings the agencies into alignment with the minimum aviation safety standards agreed to internationally within 
guidelines of the International Civil Aviation Organization. (ICAO 9859). 

Where are we at with the processes that will achieve the SMS “four pillar” goal?   

Pillar number one is Safety Policy.  We have existing policy in place that supports the foundation of SMS in our aviation safety programs.   

Pillar number two is Safety Risk Management.  This currently is our strongest area, as we have completed Assessments on Helicopter 
Operations, Rappel, External Loads, Aerial Supervision, SEATs, Heavy Airtankers, and the Infra‐Red program.   

Pillar number three is Safety Assurance.  Accident Investigation, Preparedness Reviews, Fire Aviation Safety Teams (FAST), Aviation 
Safety Assistance Teams (ASAT),  SAFECOMs, and numerous other tools monitor and report the health of our prevention efforts.  
Currently we are working towards implementation of an Aviation Lessons Learned/BLOG web site, trending Interagency SAFECOMs 
multiple times during fire season, and work towards a “Reporting Culture”.   

The fourth Pillar is Safety Promotion.  We have the ability to implement very positive change in this area by creating a positive “Learning 
Culture”.  Communication is the key to success in this pillar.  Training systems are being updated to reflect the principles and procedures 
being implemented in SMS. Other tools include Safety Alerts, Technical Bulletins, safety memoranda, Aviation Safety Committees, tailgate 
sessions and video clips such as the Six Minutes for Safety series. 

** Weick and Sutcliff, Managing the Unexpected 

 

 



HOW DO I USE THIS GUIDE? 

 

Risk Management Pillar:  The following Aviation Safety Assessments represent one important step in the four pillar, system safety 
approach.  They include Helicopter Operations, Helicopter Rappel, Helicopter External Loads, Single Engine Airtankers (SEAT), Aerial 
Supervision (leadplane, ASM, air attack), Infra‐Red,  and Heavy Airtankers.  These aviation program risk assessments were first begun in 
2007 by interagency teams that incorporated Subject Matter Experts from the respective operations and pilots from each of the flight 
operations( combined in the term SME), and then revised using updated risk matrices by the SME teams in 2008. 

TAB TWO contains Common System Hazards.  Listed are five systems that house the most commonly reported hazards from all of the 
SME Teams. Within the Systems are hazards that still require your local action plans in order to reduce the risks in these systems to 
acceptable levels.  

This TAB also houses two supporting spreadsheets entitled RotorWing Common Hazards and FixedWing Common Hazards.  These 
spreadsheets summarize the most common findings of the SME Teams that are reoccurring trends of high risk across several missions.  
These spreadsheets were the source of the Common System Hazards listed earlier in the TAB TWO. 

TAB THREE through TAB Nine contain the individual Hazard Logs developed by each SME Team.  These TABS depict mission systems, 
hazards, risk assessments and mitigations associated with each hazard.  These mitigations can be applied to Project Aviation Safety Plans 
as well as all Aerial Firefighting activities. 

TAB Ten contains the four stage risk assessment matrix used by the SME teams.  The matrix is accompanied by the definitions of each of 
the levels of Severity and Probability that result a final risk level stated as Low, Medium, High, or Extreme.   

 TAB Eleven is a flow chart that can be used as a checklist of items to jog your memory when preparing PASP, monitoring flight 
operations, or for high risk activity and mishap prevention. 

Local action plans should incorporate some or all of the following steps as best practices that will effectively accomplish hazard 
mitigation. These assessments can and should be used for briefing tools, tailgate safety sessions, Project Aviation Safety Plans (PASP), and 
especially during periods of increased fire activity.  Area Command, Aviation Safety Assistance Teams (ASAT), Incident Management 
Teams (IMT), Contractor/Vender employees, as well as all aviation users can benefit from reviewing and utilizing this valuable 
information.  We encourage Interagency personnel to utilize our contract pilots to participate in morning briefings and After Action 
Reviews (AAR) utilizing the applicable assessments. 

   



 



Hazard Lg. Tanker Infra Red SEAT Aerial Sup. Risk Level

HIGH
Standardization of a/c/equip Yes Yes

A/C emergency procedures Yes Yes

HIGH
Acceptance of risk as normal Yes Yes Yes

Span of Control/collateral. Duties Yes Yes

Congested airspace/urban Yes Yes Yes

FTA compliance Yes Yes

Inappropriate use of aircraft Yes Yes Yes

Maintenance Doc./tracking Yes Yes

Lack of adequate base radios Yes

Jurisdiction/Boundary awareness Yes Yes

Inadequate pre-post flight Yes Yes

HIGH
Poor visibility Yes Yes Yes

Thunderstorms Yes Yes Yes

Collision W/terrain, wires, towers (CFIT) Yes Yes Yes Yes

Collision W/other aircraft Yes Yes

Mountainous terrain Yes Yes

Density altitude H,H,H Yes Yes Yes

HIGH
Radio compatibility-St/local Yes Yes

Frequency management Yes Yes

Mechanic qualifications Yes Yes

Ground based radio systems Yes Yes

Differing standards/policies Yes Yes

High visibility markings Yes

Lack of inspectors/Standardized Yes

HIGH
Fatigue Yes Yes Yes Yes

Task Saturation Yes Yes Yes

Conflicting personalities, dissention Yes Yes

Knowledge of equip.-pilot Yes Yes

Lack of CRM crew/contractor Yes Yes

Not keeping up w/technology Yes

Lack of FF training-pilot Yes Yes Yes

Sense of urgency/pressure Yes Yes Yes

Risk vs. reward Yes Yes

Lack of Situational Awareness and 

acceptance
Yes Yes Yes

Policy

Personnel - Human Factor

Interagency Aviation System Safety Assessment

Common Fixed Wing Hazards - Before Mitigation

Aircraft

Operations

Environment



Interagency Aviation System Safety Assessment

Common Helicopter Hazards - Before Mitigation 

Hazard Helo Ops External load Rappel RADS Risk Level
Aircraft HIGH
Poor visibility due to a/c design Yes Yes Yes
Long Line Operations, single pilot Yes Yes
Operations HIGH
Acceptance of risk as normal Yes Yes Yes
Frequency management, communications Yes Yes Yes
Inappropriate use of aircraft Yes Yes Yes
Lack of inspectors, Standardized procedures Yes Yes
Standardization of a/c equipment Yes Yes Yes
Differing standards/policies Yes Yes
Environment HIGH
Off site landings, confined area Yes Yes
Density altitude H,H,H; performance, LTE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Collision/Rotor strike with trees, wires (CFIT) Yes Yes Yes
Personnel - Human Factor- Government HIGH
Inability to bring crew on early for training Yes Yes Yes
Fatigue Yes Yes Yes
Sense of urgency/pressure Yes Yes
A/C emergency procedures Yes Yes
Mission complexity beyond experience Yes Yes
Personnel - Human Factor- Contractor HIGH
Fatigue Yes Yes Yes
Lack of FF training-pilot Yes Yes Yes
Knowledge of equip.-pilot Yes Yes Yes
Keeping up w/technology Yes Yes Yes
Maintenance Doc./tracking Yes Yes
Long-Line proficiency/Training Yes Yes Yes



Common Hazards 
 
Interagency Aviation System Safety Assessment 2008: 
The result of the 2008 System safety review is that there are five major systems that continue to exhibit high-
risk trends which are not adequately mitigated. 
 
I.  Common System Hazards:  This information was gathered from the program risk assessments conducted by 
SME’s and pilots involved in each aerial suppression mission. 
The following hazards were recognized more often than any other area, as high risk- high exposure operations that require further 
system mitigation to achieve an acceptable level.  Each system, and associated hazard is identified on the column at the left.  The right 
hand column states the effectiveness of existing mitigations.  Hazards listed as NO in RED INK require additional management 
attention to lower the risk to an acceptable level in order to prevent future accidents in this high risk activity.  Recommended 
mitigation actions are listed under roman numeral II. below. 
 
 System             Acceptable Mitigation? 

A. Operations -   
  1. Acceptance of Risk as Normal         NO 
 
  2. Inappropriate Use of Aircraft         Yes 
 

B.  Environment –  
  1. Collision With Terrain, Trees, Wires (CFIT)        NO 
 
  2. Density Altitude, (Hot, High, Heavy)          Yes 
 

C.  Policy – 
  1.  Differing Standards/Procedures Between Agencies & Offices      Yes 
 

2.  Lack of Inspectors/ Standards           NO 



 
D.  Personnel – 

  1.  Fatigue  (All Personnel)            NO 
   
  2.  Lack of Training, Qualified personnel (All Personnel)         NO 
 
  3.  Knowledge/Proficiency With Equipment  (Flight Crew)       Yes 
 
II.  Mitigating Actions for Acceptable Level of Risk 

This describes the current system defenses that prevent hazards from becoming accidents. Where the risk is not lowered to an 
acceptable level, or continues to exhibit a current accident/incident trend, additional mitigations are recommended.  
 

A.  Operations 
1.  Acceptance of Risk as Normal:  This has been widely recognized as a cultural issue that is prevalent in the field and in 
management.   
RECOMMEND:  To continue agency-wide emphasis on a change in culture toward the level of a Highly Reliable 
Organization. (a) This requires changes in policy, doctrine and training systems.  Work is underway in these areas but not 
completed. (b) All contracts should include a requirement for service providers to implement their own safety programs 
incorporating System Safety elements. 

 
2.  Inappropriate Aassignment of Aircraft: The field perception is that there are too many untrained personnel involved in 
the daily assignment of aircraft to our complex mission environment. 
MITIGATED:  New positions are being used as national aircraft coordinators that will help to reduce this hazard to an 
acceptable level.  

 
B. Environment 
1.  Collision with Terrain, Trees, Wires (CFIT):  CFIT is the main category of accident/incident occurrence in all aviation 
missions.  The highest probability of this occurrence is during single pilot, low-level flight operations during the firefighting 
mission. 
RECOMMEND: Where practicable, modify contracts to require a second pilot in the aircraft (especially in helicopter long-line 
operations).  SEAT operations should be provided with aerial supervision during all complex operations that impose the 
possibility of pilot task saturation. 
 



2.  Density Altitude, (Hot, High, Heavy):  Hot high, and Heavy conditions are recognized as a common hazard to all 
mountain flying operations.  Awareness of this hazard has been elevated through improved training of flight crews, field 
personnel and dispatchers. 
MITIGATED:  Continued attention to this operating environment and maintaining the situation awareness at all levels. 
 
C.  Policy 
1.  Differing Standards Between Agencies and Offices:  Interagency standards have been recognized as an issue for over 30 
years.  All agencies have applied extensive training on the subject and continue to develop guides and handbooks to further 
reduce operating failures. 
MITIGATED: Continued awareness at all levels of the organization and leadership flexibility to conduct appropriate work-
around solutions. 
 
2.  Lack of Inspectors/Standards:  The common failure cited is a lack of adequate time allotted during inspections, lack of 
sufficiently experienced inspectors, or a lack of standardized inspection procedures that result in missing critical safety items. 
This includes errors in determining pilot experience or performance; vendor shopping among agencies for aircraft/pilot 
carding; missed standard equipment items; rushed inspections; lack of adequate staffing to maintain the nation scope of 
operations. 
RECOMMEND:  Additional qualified inspectors are needed in the field to adequately reduce this type of hazard to an 
acceptable level. 
 
D.  Personnel 
1. Fatigue:  All assessment teams listed short term and cumulative fatigue as a major concern.  This becomes especially 
concerning during peak periods of activity that are further complicated by changes in work/rest cycles, poor eating habits, high 
heat - high stress situations, work away from the home unit, and repetitive state of dehydration. 
RECOMMEND:  There is insufficient data available in the firefighting environment to be able to make a scientifically sound 
recommendation at this time. Evidence suggests that existing work rest guidelines have not been effective in preventing error 
or eliminating accidents.  Additional awareness and prevention is needed in order to curb the causal factors of human error due 
to fatigue.  
 
2.  Lack of Training/Qualified Personnel:  This is predominant in three areas (a) seasonal federal employees are not brought 
on early enough to receive proficiency training prior to high-risk mission assignments, resulting in poor and unsafe 
performance in the field.  (b) Contract personnel, especially pilots, are not trained by the service provider in our mission 
environment.  Special flight activities including long-line operations, mountain flying, and firefighting need thorough pre-



contract training to be conducted for new employees prior to their assignment in the field. (c) Due to high turnover and 
retirements, there is a lack of qualified aviation personnel, especially ATGS and AOBD positions. 
RECOMMEND: (a) The agencies fund additional time for specialized training of seasonal personnel that are assigned in these 
high risk missions.  (b) The agencies fund the development and conduct of specialized training for contract personnel in these 
high risk missions. (c) Prioritize the training and replacement of ATGS and AOBD personnel in order to maintain adequate 
levels of safety oversight in field operations. 
 
3. Knowledge/Proficiency with Equipment:  It is common in the industry to rotate pilots among multiple aircraft.  With the 
rapid change in complexity of new technology, and additional contract requirements for GPS, AFF, FM radios, etc. the flight 
crews have not been adequately trained to become proficient in the use of the wide variety of equipment installed in contracted 
aircraft. 
MITIGATED: Agency inspectors are advised to take extra time to assure that flight crews are familiar and proficient in all 
installed avionics equipment.  Upon reaching the assigned field site, managers should allow time for pilot proficiency and 
familiarization of all installed equipment prior to mission flying. 



System - Aircraft 08 Aerial Supervision Assessment
Pre Mitigation

tcome Mitigation

Post mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Severity Ou Likelihood Severity Outcome

Avionics

Avionics failures:  
overheating, faulty wi
etc.

ring, Occasional Marginal Medium

Integrate into preflight checklist.  Add to ph
inspections.  Thorough post season inspec
radio location to ensure adequate ventilatio
radio sparingly.  Proactive maintenance sch
When one wire fails replace entire wiring ha

ase/hourly 
tion.  Identify
n.  Use extra
edule.   
rness.

 
 Improbable Marginal Medium

Inaccessible avionics 
components Occasional Negligible Low Mount components in accessible areas.  Ch

to reflect this?  Standardize within AC Mode
ange contra
ls?

ct Improbable Negligible Low

Flight crew unfamiliar 
with components. Occasional Marginal Medium Training, briefings, carding, pre-flight inspection. Remote Marginal Medium

Configuration Poor visibility Occasional Negligible Low
Avoid low wing for ATGS operations.  High
substantially more visibility.  Ensure aircraft
for the mission.

 wing provide
 is appropria

s 
te Improbable Negligible Low

Performance 
Standards

Poor engine performa
(single/twin, turbin/rec

nce 
ip). Occasional Catastrophic High

Avoid high density altitudes.  Download car
Relocate to favorable location.  Alter the mi
Upgrade the aircraft.  Ensure aircraft is app
the mission.  Perform pre-flight planning.

go/fuel load. 
ssion.  
ropriate for 

 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Contracting -  
CWN VS 
Exclusive Use

Sub-standard avionic
components.

s Occasional Negligible Low Add TCAS/AFF to CWN contracts.  Improbable Negligible Low

Low ATGS CWN pilot
skill/fire experience 
leading to sub-standa
performance during fl
operations.

 

rd 
ight 

Remote Critical Medium

Conduct thorough briefings.  Ride along wit
pilot.  Document performance via contract e
process.  CWN/ARA Contractors need to re
training, possibly in the form of computer-b
Require Air Attack pilots to take a check rid
years.

h veteran fire
valuation 
ceive better 

ased training
e every three

 

.  
 

Improbable Critical Medium

Fuel Bad fuel Occasional Critical Serious Prior to re-fueling from an unknown source
tested for type and quality.  Monitor quantit

, ensure fuel 
y pumped.

is Remote Critical Medium



System - Flight Operations
Pre Mitigation

tcome Mitigation Post mitigation
Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Severity Ou Likelihood Severity Outcome

Fire Operations Poor visibility (smoke) Frequent Catastrophic High Determine effectiveness of the operation (r
and discontinue if warranted. Limit number 
operating area.  Increase vertical/horizonta
aircraft.  

isk vs. benefi
of aircraft in 
l separation o

t) 

f 

Occasional Catastrophic High

Wake turbulence and 
speed differential 
(SEATs) 

Frequent Critical High Use show me or chase profile.  Use lead pr
when necessary.  Performance maneuvers
turns and pushovers) should be communica
aircraft. SEAT performance (speed) needs 
determined in order to set the correct drop 

ofile only 
 (e.g.. Steep 
ted to other 

to be pre-
speed.

Occasional Critical Serious

Weather 
(turbulence/wind/thun
storms)

der
Frequent Critical High Adjust tactics or shut down air ops. Increas

vertical/horizontal separation of aircraft.  Ut
aided technology (weather radar, etc.).  En

e 
ilize human 
courage 

Occasional Critical Serious

Fuel management Occasional Critical Serious Monitor fuel quantities.  Follow fuel transfer
Pre-flight the aircraft.  Plan the flight;  know
locations.  Query other aircraft.

 procedures.
 refueling 

  Remote Critical Medium

Density altitude Frequent Catastrophic High Relocate aircraft.  Consult performance cha
Download fuel.  

rts.  Remote Catastrophic Serious

Exposure to terrain in
level environment 
(Lead/ASM).  

 low Frequent Catastrophic High Ensure high and mid-level recon is complet
commencing low level flight.  ASM - ATS as
with aerial/ground hazard identification and
monitoring (airspeed, altitude, hard deck, e
only pertinent radio communication.

ed prior to 
sists ATP 

 instrument 
tc.).  Perform 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Operating in close 
proximity to other airc
(collision potential).

raft 
Frequent Catastrophic High Conduct only pertinent communication with

(line clearance, etc).  Maintain "eyes out" fo
(terrain, vegetation, birds, other aircraft, etc
assists ATP with tracking other aircraft (spa
closure, etc). 

 the ground 
r hazards 
).  ASM - AT
cing, location

S 
, 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Obstructions (towers, 
cables, wires, etc)

Probable Catastrophic High High level recon, hazard/sectional map, con
personnel/other AC.

sult ground Remote Catastrophic Serious

Reliance on technolog
TCAS, WSI, GPS, 
Laptops. Flight crew 
members spending to
much time looking at 
things inside the cock
instead of out.

y:  

o 

pit 

Frequent Critical High Remember the eyes are the primary tool fo
traffic.  Don't rely too much on TCAS. Don't
traffic warnings with a tanker in tow (Lead).
tasks (i.e.: mapping vs. looking for traffic/ha
low level ops). Utilize good CRM practices.

r spotting 
 ignore TCAS
  Prioritize 
zards while i

 

n 

Occasional Critical Serious

Aircraft emergency Remote Catastrophic Serious    Crew should be trained and remain famili
systems and emergency procedure checkli

ar with a/c 
sts.  

Remote Catastrophic Serious



eedbac o s to s o

System - Flight Operations (Cont.)
Pre Mitigation Post Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Severity Outcome Mitigation Likelihood Severity Outcome
Fire Operations Lack of situational 

awareness
Occasional Catastrophic High Proper rest, thorough briefing (incoming an

between aerial supervisors), use TCAS/TC
appropriate tactics, maintain commo with o
AC/ground/disp.  Utilize CRM.

d change out
AD, use 
ther 

 Remote Catastrophic Serious

Sense of urgency Frequent Critical High Monitor radio traffic, remain calm, follow inc
strategy/tactics.

ident Remote Critical Medium

Exceeded span of control Frequent Catastrophic High Ensure roles and responsibilities are assign
understood within aerial supervision crew.  
to common functions and tasks with a singl
contact.  Hold aircraft at base to limit the nu
assigned aircraft over the incident.

ed and 
Assign aircra
e point of 
mber of 

ft 
Remote Catastrophic Serious

Urban 
interface/congested 
areas

Remote Catastrophic Serious Establish flight paths; avoid creating hazard
or property on the ground.  Lead/ASM mus
and ATGS must be on scene prior to airtan
operations.  Aerial supervision must have p
communication with the IC or designated g

s to persons
t be on order
ker 
ositive 
round contac

 
 

t. 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Lack of air to ground 
coordination

Frequent Critical High Use proper frequencies, maintain positive 
communication, ensure strategy and tactics
understood, use only common terminology,
clearance, solicit feedback.  Move helicoptec ea a ce, so c t e e copte
or tactical frequencies as needed.  Reques
frequencies as needed.

 are clear an
 ensure line 
rs to Division

t more 

d 

 

Occasional Critical Serious

Improper drop heights Occasional Critical Serious Strictly adhere to minimum drop heights (60
SEATs and 150 feet for heavy tankers).  So
feedback from ground.  Improve and condu
tanker/SEAT pilots.

 feet for 
licit and utiliz
ct training fo

e 
r 

Remote Critical Medium

Target fixation Probable Critical High ASM should assist single pilot operations in
situational awareness.

 maintaining Remote Critical Medium

Missing radio calls/Po
communications  (air 
air)

or 
to 

Frequent Critical High Make sure Air to Air frequency is clear whe
tankers are on final drop run.  Ensure frequ
assignments are understood by air and gro
personnel.  Ensure volume knobs are adjus
Prioritize radios during fire ops (i.e.:  Air to 

n lead and 
ency 
und 
ted properly.

Air vs. 
  

Probable Critical High

Missing radio calls/Po
communications  (air 
ground)

or 
to 

Frequent Critical High Make sure ground contact is available on th
tactical operations.  A ground contact with a
scanning radio dedicated to the air to groun
helpful.  Provide training to ground personn

e radio durin
 non-
d frequency 
el.  

g 

is 

Probable Critical High

Poor/unclear tactics  Frequent Critical High Maintain positive communications with grou
Ensure strategy and tactics are clear/under
only common terminology, solicit/utilize fee
Provide communication training for ground 

nd resource
stood.  Use 
dback.  
crews.

s.  Occasional Critical Serious

Low aircrew experien
levels

ce Occasional Critical Serious Training/mentoring, qualifications/currency,
brief/debrief, honest feedback.

 CRM, Remote Critical Medium



)

System - Flight Operations (Cont.)
Pre Mitigation Post Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Severity Outcome Mitigation Likelihood Severity Outcome
Fire Operations PPE not utilized Occasional Critical Serious Ensure flight crews understand/implement 

and are held accountable.
PPE policies Remote Critical Medium

Checklists not utilized Occasional Critical Serious Ensure flight crews are using checklists. Remote Critical Medium
Shoulder restraints no
utilized when availabl

t 
e.

Occasional Critical Serious Ensure flight crews are using restraints. Remote Critical Medium

Inefficient  operationa
use of tactical aircraft

l Probable Critical High SOPs for all tactical aircraft types.  Right to
Training, feedback, brief/debrief.

ol for job.  Remote Critical Medium

Airspace FTA:  Aircraft not 
complying with 
procedures.

Frequent Catastrophic High Aerial supervision is trained and enforces F
procedures.   Utilize virtual fences, IP's, qua

TA 
drants, etc. 

Occasional Catastrophic High

Special use airspace:
Aircraft not complying
with procedures.

  
 

Probable Critical High Deconflict SUA.  See and avoid.  Know SU
Establish commo with controlling agency.  T
briefings.  Training for flight crews.

A areas.  
horough 

Remote Critical Medium

TFR:  Aircraft not 
complying with 
procedures.

Probable Catastrophic High Dispatch in contact with media.  Utilize airs
coordinator.  Communicate intrusions.  Mon
TFR Frequency.

pace 
itor/assign 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Incident location:  Fire
in proximity to conges
airspace (airport 
approaches/high GA 
traffic areas).  Potenti
for mid-air collision.

s 
ted 

al 

Probable Catastrophic High Validate TFR as incident expands, Deconfl
Establish commo with controlling agency, n
aircraft.  Provide TFR transition corridors fo
aircraft on large incidents.  Increase awaren
operators and other agency flight crews nop g y g
incident.

ict SUA, 
otify other 
r non-inciden
ess of GA 

t assigned to g

t 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Planning Flight routes need to 
planned to account fo
average terrain heigh
Sufficient time in 
emergency to glide to
safe landing area.

be 
r 
t.  

 

occasional critical Serious Prepare pre-season route planning to ident
enroute cruise altitude, single engine glide 
locations of safe landing areas or back cou

ify best 
distance, and
ntry airports.

 
Occasional marginal Medium



System - Dispatch
Pre Mitigation

tcome Mitigation Post mitigation
Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Severity Ou Likelihood Severity Outcome

Communications Radio frequency 
congestion Frequent Critical High Make alternative frequencies readily availa

secondary frequencies.
ble.  Publish Remote Critical Medium

Flight following on dis
frequencies 

trict Probable Critical High Assign local flight following frequencies.  U
Utilize National Flight Following.  

tilize AFF.  Remote Critical Medium

Lack of available 
frequencies Frequent Critical High Obtain and publish more FM and AM frequ

operations.
encies for fire Remote Critical Medium

Frequency managem
lack of timely respons
additional frequency 
orders.

ent - 
e to Probable Marginal Serious

ROSS orders through NICC are too slow.  M
frequencies available at the GACC level.

ake 

Remote Marginal Medium

State/County/Rural 
resources on differen
bandwidth.

t Probable Critical High

Design a system which establishes compat
Fed and State/County/Rural radios.  Provid
agency personnel addressing the difference
radio systems.

ibility betwee
e training to 
s between 

n 

Remote Critical Medium

Non dedicated/publish
frequencies within 
geographic areas.

ed 
Frequent Critical High

Obtain and publish more FM and AM frequ
operations at the GACC/local level.

encies for fire 

Remote Critical Medium

Centers assigning 
Leadplanes as ATGSp Occasional Critical Serious Ensure dispatchers are aware that most lea

not ATGS qualified.q
d pilots are Remote Critical Medium

Duplicate frequency 
assignments within sa
geographic area.

me Probable Marginal Serious
Better oversight of frequency allocation/use
local/GACC level during periods of high/larg

 at 
e fire activity. Remote Marginal Medium

Equipment Outdated radio 
equipment/poor 
reliability.

Probable Critical High
Allocate funding for equipment and personn
repair/replace radio/commo systems.

el to 
Remote Critical Medium

Lack of technical supp
for radio system repa

ort 
ir. Frequent Critical High

Establish dedicated positions for radio tech
outsourcing and centralizing.  It's too slow.

s.  Scrap 
Remote Critical Medium

Training Aircraft dispatcher 
experience/currency

Frequent Critical High Funding for training and proficiency.  Estab
dispatcher position with IADP as a requirement

lish an aircraft Remote Critical Medium



System - Personnel
Pre Mitigation

tcome Mitigation Post Mitigation
Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Severity Ou Likelihood Severity Outcome

Human Factors Aircrew fatigue/burnout Probable Critical High Maintain a sensible diet and hydration.  Lim
time and request relief to allow for adequat
Monitor fatigue levels of flight crews.  Adjus
schedules to incorporate adequate rest tha
environmental factors that contribute to fati

it mission 
e rest periods
t flight 
t consider 
gue.

.  
Occasional Critical Serious

Lack of CRM Probable Critical High Training, brief/debrief, maintain positive attitude. Remote Critical Medium
Acceptance of risk as 
normal.

Probable Catastrophic High Validate mission, solicit feedback from othe
risk vs benefit, or remove the high risk takin
from the mission.

rs, reevaluat
g individual 

e Remote Catastrophic Serious

Task saturation Frequent Critical High Delegate duties, Employ CRM using span-o
guidelines.  Adjust tactics as needed.

f-control Occasional Critical Serious

Hazardous attitude:  A
authority, macho, 
invulnerability, 
impulsiveness, and 
resignation.

nti Frequent Critical High Remove the individual from the mission. Pr
supervise employees.  Adhere to work-rest
flight and duty limitations policy, etc.  Valida
incident strategy and tactics.

operly 
 guidelines, 
te and stick to 

Occasional Critical Serious

Conflicting personalities Frequent Critical High Brief/debrief, CRM, honest feedback, maint
attitude.

ain positive Occasional Critical Serious

Government Lapsed qualifications 
(currency)( y)

Occasional Critical Serious Track mission/refresher experience annual
IASG.

ly as per the Remote Critical Medium

Lack of AD 
training/currency

Probable Critical High Track mission/refresher experience annual
IASG.  Utilize GACC ATGS Reps.

ly as per the Occasional Critical Serious

Proficiency/currency: 
Non compliance with 
established standards

 

.

Probable Critical High Plan/budget for annual, bi-weekly proficienc
include actual flight time.

y simulations; Remote Critical Medium

Lack of tracking 
work/rest for relief pilots

Occasional Critical Serious Establish tracking system through CO or C
contract to indicate relief pilot hours. 

OR.  Modify Remote Critical Medium

Lack of qualified ATGS in Frequent Marginal Serious Identify dedicated training platforms.  Analyze current Occasional Marginal Medium
the system (too many ATGS qualification standards Incorporate simulator

System - Maintenance
Pre Mitigation

tcome Mitigation Post Mitigation
Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Severity Ou Likelihood Severity Outcome

General Aircraft 
Maintenance Maintenance not track

well (CWN)
ed Occasional Critical Serious

Vendor needs to share maintenance inform
aircraft moves between assignments.  ATG
proactive during the initial briefing.  COR/P
proactively seek maintenance information w
aircraft reports for it's assignment.

ation as 
S should be 
I should 
hen the 

Remote Critical Medium

Unqualified maintena
personnel working on
aircraft.

nce 
 the Occasional Critical Serious

Ensure task specific qualified mechanics ar
repairs/maintenance.

e performing 
Remote Critical Medium

Undue pressure on 
mechanics to keep th
aircraft available for 
assignment.

e Occasional Critical Serious

Accept the fact that maintenance problems
during high use periods.  Allow maintenanc
perform tasks in a stress free environment.
should encourage maintenance and show l
enforcing contract maintenance/availability 

 will occur 
e crews to 
  COR/PI 
attitude when
.

 
Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation

Comply with Interagency Aerial Supervision guide Ensure

2008- System Safety Assessment - Single Engine Airtankers (SEAT)
SEAT System - SEAT Aircraft

Pre-Mitigati
Outcome Mitigationon

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Capabilities

High Density Altitude effects
aircraft quantity/performanc

 the 
e Frequent Critical High

Assign appropriate SEAT aircraft for mis
(Turbine vs. Radial Engine).  Conduct pr
planning.  Reinforce HHH Training. Acqu
information when available.

sion and typ
e-project pe
ire incident 

ical DA 
rformance 
altitude Remote Critical Medium

Inappropriate Aircraft for Mission Occasional Critical Serious Ensure SEAT is appropriate for tempera
mission.  Receive feedback from pilots a

tures, altitud
nd Aerial Su

e terrain and
pervisor.

 Remote Critical Medium

Maintenance

Mechanical Failure Occasional Catastrophic High Pilot & SEMG monitor maintenance sche
understands emergency procedures. 

dule.  Pilot reviews & Remote Catastrophic Serious

Aircraft Improperly Maintained Occasional Catastrophic High
Follow Contract requirements and Aircra
Aircraft inspectors check that FAA maint
met.  SEMG ensure pre/post flight inspe

ft Maintenan
enance requ
ctions comp

ce Manual. 
irements ar

leted.
e Remote Critical Medium

Visibility

Smoke/Inversion - Inclemen
Weather conditions between
& Incident

t 
 Airbase Frequent Catastrophic High

Maintain VMC.  Practice See & Avoid.  E
Communications.  Ensure sound mission
and weather briefing is received.  Know 
Traffic Area (FTA). Keep windscreen cle
resources must maintain Situational Awa
exercise go/no-go option.

stablish 
 planning is

and underst
an.  Pilot an
reness. Pilo

 performed 
and Fire 
d ground 
t should 

Remote Critical Medium

High Visibility aircraft lightin
systems

g Occasional Critical Serious Aircraft lighting systems need to be utilized and maintained. Remote Critical Medium

Congested Airspace, Militar
Airspace, Uncontrolled Airp
Ramp/Taxi Communications

y 
orts, 
.

Frequent Catastroph

Comply with Interagency Aerial Supervision

ic High

    
effective airspace coordination is conduc
FBOs & Military Units.  Understand, revi
Traffic Area (FTA) in briefings. Review k
acquire complete Dispatch forms prior to
SEATs.  Comply with sterile cockpit proc
Establish local ramp and taxi protocols in
airport operations.

guide. Ensure . 
ted between

ew, and disc
nown aerial 
 dispatching
edures & po
 cooperatio

 
 Dispatch &
uss the Fire
hazards and
 or diverting
licy . 
n with local 

 
 
 
 Remote Catastrophic Serious

Inspection Lack of Standardization Occasional Marginal Medium Ensure implementation of standardized S
inspection process. Train inspectors on n

EAT aircra
ew standar

ft and pilot 
ds. Remote Marginal Medium

Equipment

Ineffective and out dated equipment Occasional Critical Serious

Equipment required in the contract shou
evaluated. Determine if it is viable to reta
the contract. If it does not work - replace
remove it from the contract.

ld be monito
in as a requ
 it.  If it is no

red and 
irement in 
t needed - Remote Critical Medium

Inadequate Pre-Flight/Post-
Inspections

Flight Occasional Critical Serious
Agency and vendor should ensure adeq
Encourage pilot to utilize time to comple
Pre/Post Flight Inspections daily.  

uate time for
te Inspection

 Inspection.
s. Documen

  
t Remote Marginal Medium



Post-mitigation

Post-mitigation

Mitigation

Post-mitigation

Post mitigationPre

SEAT System - SEAT Aircraft (Cont.)
Pre-Mitigati

Outcome
on MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Communications

Changing Technology & Lac
Training

k of Probable Critical High
Inspection & carding process ensure Co
skilled with equipment provided - GPS, V
etc.

ntractors (Pi
HF & UHF 

lots) are 
Radios, AFF, Remote Critical Medium

Lack of Radio Equipment 
Compatibility (Narrow Band
Frequencies).  Future 
considerations: Digital requi

ing & 

rements.

Occasional Critical Serious

Continue to work with State, City & Coun
meet future Federal Standards and com
with national agency/interagency radio p
the policies they develop are compatible
requirements. 

ty Fire Depa
patibility issu
rogram lead
 with aviatio

rtments to 
es.  Work 
ers ensure 
n 

Remote Critical Medium

Inadequate Frequency Management Frequent Catastrophic High

Conduct effective air base in-briefings.  D
training-simulations. Conduct frequent A
exercises. Perform periodic reviews of fr
avionics equipment operations.  Check r
relief pilot duty. Ensure that positive com
established.

evelop spe
ARs and/or 
equency list
adio system
munications

cialized 
sand table 
s and 
s following 
 are 

Remote Critical Medium

Radio Frequency Congestion Frequent Critical High

Make alternative frequencies readily ava
secondary frequencies. Utilize AFF when
congestion. Maintain effective working re
coordinators.

ilable.  Publ
 possible to
lations with

ish 
 reduce 
 frequency Remote Critical Medium

Lack of District flight followin
frequencies 

g Probable Critical High
Assign discreet local flight following freq
possible.  Utilize standardized AFF proce
Flight Following if necessary.  

uencies whe
dures. Utiliz

never 
e National Remote Critical Medium

SEAT System - Maintenance
Pre-Mitig Mitigationation

Outcome
Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Documentation

Maintenance not tracked well. Occasional Critical Serious Vendor needs to share maintenance info
between assignments.  SEMG should be
use inspection. PI should proactively see
maintenance information when the aircra
assignment.

rmation as S
 proactive d
k and docum
ft and pilot r

EAT moves
uring the pre

ent 
eports for 

 
-

Remote Critical Medium

Inspection/Evaluation
Process

 Not Enough Inspectors Occasional Critical Serious Train and utilize more Interagency Inspe
program experience and knowledge.

ctors with past SEAT Remote Critical Medium

Experience and/or knowledg
of contractor personnel assi
perform maintenance duties
unknown.

e level 
gned to 
 is Occasional Critical Serious Emphasis should be focused on verificat

Government Inspectors.  PI should coord
ion of crede
inate with C

ntials by 
OTR. Remote Critical Medium

Distractions created by Coll
Duties (A&P/driver/mixer etc

ateral 
). Occasional Critical Serious Avoid overloading support personnel wit

workload. Utilize additional crew membe
h responsibi
rs as necess

lities and 
ary. Remote Marginal Medium

SEAT System - SEAT Base Facilities (Permanent & Temporary)
Pre-mitigati

Outcome
Mitigationon

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Communications Lack of Adequate Radio Eq
Computers & IT Support 

uipment, Occasional Critical Serious Continue efforts to upgrade/improve com
equipment, and program support on an a

munications
nnual basis

 and IT 
. Remote Critical Medium

Security Unsecured Air Base Facilitie
increase risk of sabotage.

s Frequent Critical High
Comply with Contract requirements. Disc
hours options to provide security.  Addre
during initial briefings.

uss and exe
ss security c

rcise after-
oncerns Remote Critical Medium

SEAT Base Standards
Inadequate Runway Minimums. Frequent Critical High

Verify that length, width and surface con
and elevation for minimum operational u
& Model of aircraft). 

ditions, cong
se are adeq

ested area 
uate. (Make Remote Critical Medium

Inadequate Ramp Space Minimums Frequent Critical High Verify that length, width and surface con
number of equipment and aircraft are ad

ditions for ty
equate.

pe and Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation

Post-mitigation

and/or    .

Post-mitigation

SEAT System - SEAT Contracts
Pre-mitigati

Outcome
on Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

On-Call vs. Variable Term

Lack of Continuity, Efficienc
Training, Familiarization and
with Contractor Personnel a
Operations.

y, 
 CRM 
nd Local Frequent Critical High

Utilizing more Variable Term contracts w
between contractor and local unit which 
reduces exposure/safety issues for man
personnel.

ill increase c
produces be
agers and gr

ontinuity 
tter CRM an
ound 

d Remote Critical Medium

SEAT System - Personnel (Government)
Pre-mitigati

Outcome
on MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Utilization Span of Control Frequent Critical High

Ensure that base operations plans addre
events where span-of-control may be ex
to mitigate this issue by pre-training and
supplemental personnel.

ss continge
ceeded. Hom
 recruitment 

ncy to handl
e units nee

of 

e 
d Occasional Critical Serious

Management
SEAT Managers & ATB Ma
are not fully aware of Aircra
Maintenance Issues.

nagers 
ft Frequent Marginal Serious

Agency personnel need to rely upon AM
Maintenance Inspectors to determine pro
procedures and authorization to return th
availability.

D Technical
per mainten
e aircraft to

 Service 
ance 

 contract Remote Marginal Medium

Training

Lack of knowledge and exp
in Aviation Contract Adminis
and Aviation Program Mana
for SEAT Manager Trainees

erience 
tration 
gement 
.

Occasional Marginal Medium

Recommend SEAT Manager at least att
aviation contract administration courses.
the next rewrite of S-273. Also highly rec
wildland fire line experience.

end ACE or 
 Add new in
ommend a s

equivalent 
formation in 
eason of Remote Marginal Medium

Human Factors

Fatigue Probable Critical High
Adhere to established work-rest policy/g
additional off-time when possible. Reque
and/or detailers during peaks of high fire detailers during peaks of high fire

uidelines an
st additiona
 activity.activity

d promote 
l staffing Remote Critical Medium

Acceptance of Risk as Normal Probable Critical High

Emphasize importance of  "situational aw
recognizing risk. Consider utilization of th
SEAT Program Manager positions as a m
Provide Risk Management Training for th

areness" as
e SEAT Co
ethod of m
e SEMG.

 a  means t
ordinator, 
itigating risk

o 

. Remote Critical Medium

Changes in standard operat
procedures not known

ing Probable Marginal Serious Clarify & Confirm Program changes. Not
in a timely manner. Accept questions an

ify appropria
d seek out re

te personne
sponses.

l, Remote Marginal Medium

Experience

Variable Term vs. On-Call S
Manager.

EAT Frequent Marginal Serious
Provide program oversight (Local, State 
that SEMG meet currency experience re
completed tri-annual refresher as per ISO

or Natl., IQC
quirements 

G

S) to ensur
and have 

e 
Remote Marginal Medium

Aerial Supervision - Lack of
specific knowledge and exp

 SEAT 
erience Probable Critical High

Provide thorough pre-mission briefing, c
AARs and have an experienced ATGS r
Include specific SEAT section for ATGS 

onduct post-
ide-along if a
training.

mission 
vailable. Remote Critical Medium

Policy/  Procedure

Policy Deviation Occasional Marginal Medium
Re-enforce and emphasize to SEGMs to
SECOs, Contracting Officers, SAMs, etc
issues arise.

 communica
. when ques

te with 
tions and Remote Marginal Medium

Multiple Agencies - Differing
Standards (State vs Fed)

 Frequent Critical High
Recommend continued development & i
Interagency standardized SEAT program
policy.

mplementati
 manageme

on of 
nt and Occasional Critical Serious

SEAT System-Personnel (Contractor)
Pre-mitigati

Outcome
on MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Utilization Drivers not understanding/fo
DOT Policy/Regulations

llowing Occasional Marginal Medium
Stronger emphasis by agency to contrac
responsibility to comply with policies and
and duty).

tor regardin
 regulations

g their 
 (rest, driving Remote Marginal Medium

Training - Pilot Potential for Inadequate SE
Training 

AT Pilot Occasional Critical Serious
Continue with further development of co
training program opportunities and/or BL
Pilot Academy.

ntractor SEA
M/FS NAFA

T Pilot 
 & SEAT Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation

M h t ti C M k t t t t t l f l i t

Post-mitigation

SEAT System-Personnel (Contractor Cont.)
Pre-mitigati

Outcome
on MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Training - Mixers & Loaders Not all Mixers & Loaders are
adequately trained and qua

 
lified. Occasional Critical Serious

Ensure that contractors provide adequat
personnel prior to fire assignment.  Prov
documentation to agency aviation mana
loading of fire chemical retardant produc

e training to
ide training 
gers on the m
ts.

 ground 

ixing and Remote Critical Medium

Human Factors

Ground support personnel fatigue Probable Critical High

Ensure contractor compliance with rest a
ground support personnel so as not to o
agencies are responsible to monitor clos
crew members as necessary.

nd duty limi
verextend. (C
ely). Utilize 

tations for 
ompany an

additional 
d Remote Critical Medium

Ground Personnel - poor de
making, multi tasking, missi
sense of urgency, peer pres

cision 
on focus, 
sure

Probable Critical High
Ensure that these items are addressed i
meeting and re-enforced in the daily air b
mission briefings or whenever the need 

n the contrac
ase briefing

is identified.

t pre-work 
s, post Remote Critical Medium

Pilot fatigue Probable Critical High

Ensure contractor compliance with rest a
Pilots so as not to overextend. (Compan
responsibility to monitor closely). Allow a
needed or requested. Request relief Pilo

nd duty limi
y and agenc
dditional tim
t if available

tations for 
ies 
e off if 
.

Remote Critical Medium

Pilot - poor decision making
tasking, mission focus, sens
urgency, peer pressure

: multi 
e of Frequent Critical High

Ensure that these items are addressed i
meeting and re-enforced in the daily air b
mission briefings or whenever the need 

n the contrac
ase briefing

is identified.

t pre-work 
s, post Remote Critical Medium

Acceptance of Risk as Normal Probable Catastrophic High

Emphasize importance of  "situational aw
recognizing risk. Consider providing Risk
for the Pilot. Re-address complacency a
air base briefings.

areness" as
 Manageme

nd self discip

 a  means t
nt Training 
line in daily

o 

 Occasional Critical Serious

P CRM ith t tiPoor CR  wit  crew ro a o
rotation may affect 
aircraft/equipment knowledg

Cns; rew 

e 
Probable Critical

M k ff t t th t t t l
High

a e effor  o ensure tha  con rac or re i
base prior to relief cycle with sufficient o
good in-brief from primary pilot.

i fe  personne
verlap time t

l i t arr ve a  
o receive Occasional Critical Serious

Single Pilot workload may b
considered to be excessive 
on demands that he/she be
operate several cockpit equ
items during mission perform
(i.e. Multi-Tasking Overload

e 
based 
 able to 
ipment 

ance 
.).

Frequent Critical High

Utilize Aerial Supervision if available to r
Utilize newer technology such as AFF to
Conduct AARs, sand table exercises and
Exercises.  Incorporate Operations perso
exercises.

educe cockp
 minimize ra
 on ground 
nnel in simu

it workload.
dio traffic.   
CRM 
lations and

  

 
Occasional Critical Serious

Conflicting and/or Difficult 
Personalities

Probable Critical High Conduct effective and objective briefings
Encourage honest feedback.  Maintain p
attitude.  Document discussions and brie

 and debrief
ositive and p
fings.

ings.  
roffessional 

Occasional Critical Serious

Experience
Older and more-experience
are retiring creating an influ
younger, less-experienced p

d pilots 
x of 
ilots.

Occasional Critical Serious

Use opportunities for flight proficiency ex
forces in addition to sand table exercises
evaluate current training standards to en
program needs.  Maximize opportunities
SEAT  pilots with less experienced  SEA
(pilot mentoring).  Maintain and expand o
industry SEAT Pilot training programs an
Academy.

ercises with
. Agency ne
sure they m
 to pair expe
T Pilots on f
pportunities
d the BLM S

 ground 
eds to 
eet changing
rienced 
ire missions
 within the 
EAT Pilot 

 

 Remote Critical Medium

SEAT System-Technology
Pre-mitigati

Outcome
on MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

New Technology
Lack of familiarity with techn
inability to utilize and operat
equipment.

ology, 
e Occasional Critical Serious

Take a stronger approach with all person
Managers, etc.) to ensure that they are t
operation of newer tech-equipment and 
implementation and utilization.

nel  (Pilots,
rained in the
systems prio

 Dispatchers
 function an
r to 

, 
d Remote Critical Medium

Standardization
Lack of standardized aircraf
support equipment, and 
communications equipment.

t, 
Occasional Critical Serious

Standardize equipment specifications th
process and mandate within the contrac
contractors to emphasize the importance

rough the pr
t solicitation.
 of standard

ocurement 
 Work with 
ization.  

Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation

Government determine if    needs.

SEAT System - SEAT Operations
Pre-mitigati

Outcome
on MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Agency Radio System Lack of technical support/in
support system.

adequate Frequent Critical High

Agency radio system needs to be replac
upgraded to accommodate current dema
current Fire & Aviation programs, as wel
(Standardize and buy user friendly equip
working relations with agency radio prog
aviation needs are addressed.   

ed, re-desig
nd and volu

l as those of
ment.)  Main
ram leaders

ned and 
me of use fo
 the future. 
tain close 

 to ensure 

r 

Occasional Critical Serious

Missions

Inefficient use of SEATs ma
in unnecessary risk exposur
SEAT Pilot and ground pers
(Risk vs. Reward)

y result 
e to 
onnel.  Frequent Critical High

SEAT Pilot, Fire Managers, Dispatchers
aerial supervisors need proper education
AAR as mitigation tool to prevent re-occu
and post -mission briefings.

, line person
 on use of S
rrence.  Co

nel, and 
EATs. Use 

nduct pre Occasional Marginal Medium

Jurisdiction & Border Issues Occasional Critical Serious
Agency and Contractor should provide tr
Local unit to brief and initiate utilization o
Boundary Plan.

aining and o
f the local A

rientation.  
irspace Remote Critical Medium

Defined  standard Lead Pla
profiles for SEATs

ne Probable Critical High
Re-enforce local Interagency Lead Plane
tactical operations. Contractors need to 
Plane SOPs during annual training.

 SOPs for S
also address

EAT aircraf
 SEAT/Lead

t 
 Remote Critical Medium

Flying low level at operation
weights and airspeeds in ar
hazards. 

al 
eas with Frequent Catastrophic High

Perform high level reconnaissance prior 
the low-level environment.  Utilize aerial 
available.  Utilize proper aircraft energy m

to descendi
supervision 

anagemen

ng to work in
when 
t techniques

 

.
Remote Catastrophic Serious

Inexperienced Personnel-
Government & Contractors & Contractors Frequent Critical High Agency & Contractors need to evaluate 

determine if personnel are staying currenpersonnel are staying current
required trai
t with progwith program

ning to 
ram needs. Remote Critical Medium

A Sense of urgency may be
on Contractor personnel at 
points in the mission.

 placed 
various Occasional Critical Serious

Address the SAFETY vs. URGENCY iss
item during in-briefing with contractor an
Reinforce this throughout the entire oper

ue as a spe
d agency em
ational perio

cial-emphas
ployees.  
d. 

is 
Remote Critical Medium

Drop Height Minimums Frequent Catastrophic High Define 60 ft. obstacle clearance as the m
for all fire operations except during takeo

inimum dec
ff and landin

ent altitude 
g. Remote Catastrophic Serious

Poor fuel management Remote Catastrophic Serious
Monitor fuel quantities.  Follow fuel trans
the aircraft and plan the flight. Know refu
other aircraft - fuel status and availability

fer procedur
eling locatio
.

es.  Pre-flig
ns.  Query 

ht 
Remote Catastrophic Serious

Wake Turbulence Occasional Critical Serious Exercise "CAUTION" when sharing local airspace. Remote Critical Medium

Environment

Conflicting Airspace Environment Occasional Critical Serious

Local agency must provide orientation a
awareness" overview to SEAT pilots on 
MTRs, TFRs etc. Assure that Dispatch a
personnel are trained in Dispatch proced
supervision when available. 

nd "situation
Special Use
nd aviation 
ures for SU

al 
 Airspace, 
program 
A.  Use aerial 

Remote Critical Medium

Hazardous and Extreme We
Conditions.

ather Frequent Critical High

Confirm weather information flow is in pl
warnings are distributed.  Ensure there a
changing weather conditions shared bet
mangers, dispatchers, etc.  Go-No-Go is

ace. Confirm
re continual

ween pilots, 
 PIC decisio

 that red-fla
 updates on
air base 
n.  

g 
 Remote Critical Medium

Hazards and Extreme Terrain Frequent Critical High

Get an adequate mission briefing and us
to prevent CFIT events.  Perform high le
to descending to the low level environme
Supervision when available.

e performan
vel reconnai
nt.  Use Ae

ce planning
ssance prior
rial 

 
 Remote Critical Medium

Congested areas and Urban
Interface.

 Frequent Critical High Comply with congested area policies and
supervision is in place or has been reque

 ensure tha
sted.

t aerial Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation
SEAT System - SEAT Operations (Cont.)

Pre-mitigati
Outcome

on MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Severity Likelihood Severity Outcome

Communications
Lack of Available Frequencies Frequent Critical High

Manage available frequencies as best as
additional frequencies as needed and re
timely manner when no longer needed. T
discipline.

 possible. R
lease freque
rain all use

equest 
ncies in a 

rs in radio Occasional Critical Serious

Inadequate clarification of C
Command-Who is in charge

hain of 
. Occasional Critical Serious Validate tactical (A-G & A-A) contacts id

Dispatch form.  Ensure the pilot has a co
entied on the
py.

 Aircraft Remote Critical Medium

Performance Planning

Lack of Planning -  incorrec
calculation of allowable reta
load; weight & balance

t 
rdant Occasional Critical Serious

Pilots need to ensure that proper weight
performance planning is completed and 
personnel.  Utilize appropriate aircraft pe
designated base and area of operations.
be aware of trigger points for downloadin

 and balance
shared with 
rformance c
  Base perso
g retardant,

 and 
base 
harts for the
nnel should

 water, etc.

 
 

Remote Critical Medium

Inadequate runway lengths 
surface conditions

and/or Occasional Critical Serious

Specify length, width and surface conditi
and elevations for minimum operational 
model of aircraft. This information must b

ons, conges
use for each
e validated 

ted areas 
 make and 
by Remote Critical Medium

Lack of information on incid
conditions

ent Occasional Critical

performance planning.

Serious

Utilize A/C dispatch form, obtain as muc
from other aerial and ground resources. 
Pilot after initial load on additional downl
Supervision when available.  PIC has fin

h information
Obtain infor
oads . Use A
al authority 

 as possible
mation from 
erial 

on go/no go.

 

Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation

l t d pment id rac

System Safety Assessment - Helicopters 
Helicopter System -Aircraft

Pre-mitig
ity Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Capabilities

High DA will overgross
aircraft

 the Occasional Catastrophic High
Use appropriate aircraft for missi
mission planning, load calculatio
Training.

on.  Condu
ns, etc.  Re

ct thorough
inforce HHH

 pre-
 Remote Catastrophic Serious

AC not appropriate for
ICS Typing

 mission.  Occasional Critical Serious Ensure appropriate aircraft is ord
thorough pre-mission planning, lo

ered & utili
ad calcula

zed.  Condu
tions, etc.

ct Remote Critical Medium

Mechanical failure - flig
component

ht Remote Catastrophic Serious  Follow IHOG Policy Ch 14 Sched Maint, Pre & Post Flight, etc. Remote Catastrophic Serious

Equipment not well ma
operational

intained & Occasional Critical Serious Follow IHOG Policy Ch 9.  Ensur
basic training.

e personnel receive adequate Occasional Marginal Medium

Visibility Lack of Hi Vis AC Markings Occasional Catastrophic High Identify paint schemes that are N
the contract as NOT approved.

OT highly visible & add that to Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Inspection

Lack of standardization
Inspectors

 of Gov't Frequent Critical High

Recommend development & imp
Standardized inspection process
approve an aircraft or contractor 
should follow and accept that dec

lement of I
.  If one Ag
for operatio
ision.

nteragency 
ency does n
n other age

ot 
ncies Occasional Critical Serious

Level of Training for H
inspection process is i

EMGs on 
nadequate Frequent Marginal Serious

Develop training for HEMGs on M
(Watch-Outs).  Act on opportunit
inspections.

EL, maint
y for HEMG

enance buz
s to attend 

z words 
Occasional Marginal Medium

Equipment Personnel not proficientPersonne  no  proficien
equipment

witht with Frequent Margi

Inspectors ensure Contractors (P
skilled with equipment providednal Serious skille  with equi  prov ed. 
requires equipment to be comme
technology.

ilots) are a
Ensure E
nsurate wi

dequately tr
contractnsure cont t l

th current 

ained & 
languageanguage Occasional Marginal Medium

Maintenance

Maintenance in the field Frequent Critical High
Fly aircraft to shop/hanger for ma
Allow adequate time for mechani
light/power/water if possible.

intenance 
cs to work 

whenever p
in field.  Pro

ossible.  
vide Remote Critical Medium

Lack of thorough documentation Occasional Critical Serious

Develop training for HEMGs on M
(Watch-Outs).  Enhance awarene
on when to call MI for assistance
equipment.

EL, maint
ss through

 with Contr

enance buz
 training for
actor & mai

z words 
 HEMGs 
ntaining Remote Critical Medium

Poor Communications
all parties (Contractor, 
GACC,CO, ACO, COR
HEMG)

 between 

, PI, MI, Frequent Critical High

Enhance and integrate tracking o
Contract Evaluations of the a/c o
period in order to recognize issue
additional Maintenance Inspecto
increased workload.

f maintena
ver the dur
s-CWN & 

rs to keep u

nce records
ation of the 
Ex Use.  Hir
p with this 

 AND 
contract 
e Occasional Critical Serious



Post-mitigation

Post-mitigation

Helicopter System - Facilities (permanent and temporary)
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
Mitigaation tion

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Communications

Lack of adequate base
VHF & FM radios-Not 
adequately communica
helicopters out working
missions/projects with 
radios.

 station 
able to 
te to 
 
handheld 

Occasional Critical Serious

Provide all Ex Use crews with mo
chase trucks (NOT just handheld
often on incidents because they 
Helibase Commo trailers should 
instead of Geographic Area in or

unted FM 
s).  Utilize 
have the su
be on a Na
der to lowe

& AM radios
Ex Use crew
pport equip
tional Contr
r cost.

 on 
s more 

ment.  
act 

Remote Critical Medium

Lack of adequate com
able to access necess
planning, ABS, and we
documents prior to mis

puters-not 
ary flight 
ather 
sions.

Frequent Critical High

Have Cache computers available
check out that are Intranet acces
should be able to access Interne
TFR information, filing of flight pl
payment forms, etc.  Ensure AL
as well as Intranet access in or
TFR & Flight Planning informa

 for Inciden
sible.  Thes
t as well for
ans, compl
L Ex Use b
der to acc

tion.

t/Unit perso
e compute
 Weather u

eting electro
ases have
ess critica

nnel to 
rs 
pdates, 
nic 

 Internet 
l WX, 

Remote Critical Medium

Environment

Haz Mat concerns/spil
adequate spill 
prevention/mitigation e
on site and the knowle
utilize it.

ls-Lack of 

quipment 
dge to 

Frequent Marginal Serious

Provide permanent as well as tem
approved Haz Mat storage facilit
National Contracts to provide por
for Incidents

porary he
ies/equipm
table haz m

libases with
ent.  Solicit 

at storage 

 
for 
facilities Remote Marginal Medium

Inspection/Evaluati
Lack of Accountability/

on on Annual/Triennial He
Reviews

Follow Up 
libase Probable Margi

Hold Management accountable t
nal Serious remedy critical issues found in re

interagency and OSHA standard

o conduct f
views and 
s.

ollow up an
adhere to 

d 
Remote Negligible Low

Helicopter System - Personnel (Government)
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
Mitigaation tion

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Utilization

Span of Control/Collat
Duties.  Personnel are
tasked with multiple du
especially during the e
of an incident. Focuse
at hand & not able to p
adequate oversight.

eral 
 often 
ties 
mergence 
d on Task 
rovide 

Probable Catastrophic High

Ensure existing staffing, supervis
& procedures are met.  Place avi
priority level in the resource orde
situation is recognized & ensure 
resources/supervision is ordered
supervisory positions. If unable to
will be shut down or limit use of a
issues are resolved

ion and ma
ation resou
ring proces
additional 
.  Limit coll
 fill key po
ircraft until

nagement 
rce needs a
s.  Need to

ateral duties
sitions oper
 span of con

policies 
t higher 

 ensure 

 in key 
ations 
trol 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Policy

Operational and missio
during all-hazard assig
may be unstated or un
may conflict with intera
standards and policy

n goals 
nments 
clear and 
gency 

Probable Critical High

Adequate in-brief and dissemina
Clarification of scope of authority
interagency policy, procedures a
unable to perform duties utilizing
separate Risk Assessment with a
Ensure personnel are working wi
employment.  Implementation of 
mitigate conflicts between directi

tion of Com
 & policy in
nd guidelin
 interagenc
ppropriate
thin the sco
Aviation Do
on and poli

mander's in
 place.  Adh
es (e.g., IHO
y policy, pe
 approval si
pe of their 
ctrine may 

cy.

tent.  
ere to 
G).  If 

rform a 
gn off. 

further 

Occasional Critical Serious



Post-mitigation

    

Post-mitigation

Helicopter System - Personnel (Government) - Continued
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Training

Unable to bring season
early enough to provid
required training prior 
on incidents

als on 
e all the 
to sending Frequent Critical High Ensure line officers are committe

and funding to develop personne
d to provid
l as necess

ing adequat
ary.

e time Occasional Critical Serious

Lack of CRM Probable Critical High
Provide adequate time for trainin
to develop CRM prior to field sea
for Modules annually. Brief/debri

g and prov
son.  Provi
ef, maintain

ide time for 
de training i
 positive at

Modules 
n CRM 
titude.

Occasional Critical Serious

Human Factors

Fatigue/burnout due to
duration as well as yea
Risk incident support .

 incident 
r round All Probable Critical High

Adhere to work/rest guidelines.  M
Rotate personnel and helicopter 
and burnout.  Manage number an
Ensure adequate time off and pro
assignments.

onitor fati
programs t
d duration
vide qualit

gue levels o
o manage fa
 of assignm
y R & R wh

f crews.  
tigue 

ents. 
ile on 

Occasional Critical Serious

Acceptance of high ris
as normal.

k missions Probable Catastrophic High

Review risk assessment & existin
brief/debrief with all personnel an
to include Go-No-Go Checklists. 
hazards of normalization of risk a
decision made at appropriate lev
communication and collaboration
Aviation.

g policy/pr
d utilize ris
 Educate p
nd compla
el.  Must ha
 between O

ocedures, 
k managem
ersonnel on
cency.  Mis
ve better 
perations a

ent tools 
 the 

sion 

nd 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

High workload for MainHigh workload for Maintenance
Inspectors may compr
their ability to perform 
inspections.  Standard 
inspections criteria not
consistently among ag
regions

tenance 
omise 
thorough 

 followed 
encies or 

Probable Critical High

Increase amount of personnel av
Maintenance Inspector in propor
Ensure inspection standards are
agencies.

ailable to p
tion with sp
 developed

erform the d
an of contro
 and mainta

uties of 
l.  
ined by Remote Critical Medium

Conflicting personalitie
in hazardous attiitudes

s resulting 
. Occasional Critical Serious

If individuals cannot  professiona
managers and supervisors must 
Brief/debrief, employ CRM, provi
feedback, maintain positive attitu
and mission focus at all times.  

lly resolve 
intervene im
de honest a
de.  Mainta

differences,
mediately.
nd objectiv
in professio

 
  
e 
nalism 

Remote Critical Medium

Helicopter System - Personnel (Contractors)
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Training/Experienc

Inadequate/falsification
documentation

 of Occasional Catastrophic High
Adhere to existing contract requi
to validate pilots' experience and
pilots' experience records.  

rements req
 training. E

uiring Cont
nsure HIPs 

ractors 
review Remote Catastrophic Serious

Lack of training in Fire
strategy, tactics, termin
basic ICS, frequency me

fighting 
ology, 
gmt, etc.

Probable Critical High
Establish requirements for docum
meet basic, minimum level of kno
Consider pilot academy.

entation o
wledge for

f online train
 all contract

ing to 
s.  Occasional Critical Serious

Pilots unfamiliar and n
proficient using and 
programming contract 
radio and navigation e

ot 

required 
quipment

Frequent Marginal Serious

Inspectors ensure Contractors (P
skilled in use and programming o
contract language requires equip
current technology.

ilots) are a
f avionics e
ment to be

dequately tr
quipment. 

 commensu

ained & 
 Ensure 
rate with Occasional Marginal Medium

Pilot Experience &
Capabilities

 Low  flight time/experie
pilots

nced Probable Critical High Develop, implement and support
appropriate contracts.  Consider 

 a pilot men
pilot acade

toring prog
my.

ram in Occasional Critical Serious



Post-mitigation

p

Post-mitigation

Helicopter System - Personnel (Contractors) - Continued
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Human Factors

Fatigue Probable Critical High

Managers work with company pe
rest.  Manage missions to be mo
pilots & aircraft. Implement Phas
appropriate.

rsonnel to 
st effective
e Duty Lim

ensure ade
 with proper
itations as 

quate 
 use of Remote Critical Medium

Acceptance of high ris
as normal.

k missions Probable Catastrophic High
Conduct thorough risk assessme
Helicopter Manager train in CRM
planning.  Mission approval mad

nts & brief/
 and work 
e at approp

debrief. Pilo
together on 
riate level. 

t and 
mission Occasional Catastrophic High

Low CRM with crew ro
(multiple relief pilots)

tations Frequent Critical High
Ensure there incoming crews are
CRM, conduct effective AARs, et
regarding relief pilot/personnel ch

 thoroughly
c.  Enforce
anges. 

 briefed.  P
 contract lan

ractice 
guage Occasional Critical Serious

Conflicting personalities Occasional Critical Serious
Brief/debrief, CRM, honest feedb
and professionalism.  Immediate
Contracting Officer/Inspector Pilo

ack, mainta
ly take actio
t.  Don't le

in positive 
n.  Notify 
t problem 

attitude 

persist.
Remote Critical Medium

Sense of 
urgency/pressure/mission driven Probable Critical High

Ensure Managers are not placing
Thorough risk assessment & brie
with the Helicopter Manager.  Pil
development.  Mission decision m

 undue pre
f/debrief. P
ot participa

ade at ap

ssure on pi
ilot training
te in Missio
propriate lev

lot.  
 in CRM 
n 
el. 

Occasional Critical Serious

Pre-flight/Post-flight in
not thorough

spections Occasional Catastro

Managers ensure adequate REV

phic High

g q
Ensure Managers are briefed/tra
that Contractors do get paid for t
Pilot/Mechanic to utilize time to c

ENUE time
ined on the
his time. En
omplete In

 for Inspect
 contract & 
courage 

spections.

ions.  
realize Remote Catastrophic Serious

Helicopter System - Technology
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
Mitigaation tion

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Utilization

Lack of standardization
equipment

 of Frequent Critical High
Allow time for the pilot, mechanic
conduct thorough pre-use familia
avionics equipment.

, and Helic
rization wit

opter Mana
h cockpit la

ger to 
yout and Remote Critical Medium

Some pilots do not kno
operate radios, GPS, e
Managers not familiar 
equipment.

w how to 
tc.  

with Probable Critical High

Train all personnel to be proficien
equipment on the helicopter as p
Provide computer based or hand
models of GPS units and radios 

t in the use
er contract
s-on trainin
for helicopt

 of avionics
 requiremen
g for variou
er manager

 
ts.  
s 
s.

Remote Critical Medium

Human Factors

Cockpit overload, pilot
programming radios/G
dropping water, talking
different radios, etc.

s flying, 
PS, 
 on three Frequent Critical High

Experience, OJT w/experienced 
CRM-work with experienced Heli
appropriate levels of aerial super
pilots to speak up when starting t
safety options with the pilot.

supervision
copter Man
vison are in
o get overl

 (HIP or Ch
ager. Ensu
 place. Enc

oaded. Disc

ief Pilot), 
re 
ourage 
uss 

Occasional Critical Serious



Post-mitigation

Hi rop ous

Helicopter System - Operations
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Missions

Multi tasking-Pilot, Hel
Manager, Helibase Ma
Helitack Crew personn

icopter 
nager, 
el, fueler.

Frequent Critical High

Ensure existing staffing, supervis
& procedures are met.  Order res
anticipated.  Dispatchers need to
critical safety priority.  Limit colla
positions. If unable to fill key pos
down or use of aircraft will be lim
are resolved.

ion and ma
ources ear
 recognize
teral duties
itions, oper
ited until sp

nagement 
ly when the
 aviation sta
 in key supe
ations will b
an of contr

policies 
 need is 
ffing is a 
rvisory 
e shut 
ol issues 

Occasional Critical Serious

Complexity beyond 
capabilities/experience
available resources

 of Probable Critical High

Disengage, reassess & realign o
of supervision is present. Conduc
situation is recognized & ensure 
supervision/resources are ordere

bjectives un
t risk  anal

appropriate
d.  Provide

til appropri
ysis. Ensure
 
 OJT and c

ate level 
 

onduct 

Occasional Critical Serious

Poor Aviation Strategy
vs. reward, heli-moppin
overuse-are there alte
ways of doing this)

 (poor risk 
g, 

rnative Frequent Catastro

f t i l ti f hi hl

phic High

Utilize safe and effective strategy
mission planning.  Conduct thoro
mission.  Brief/debrief.  Seek app
high risk missions, i.e.  Helicopte
Manager, Forest Supervisor, etc.
with operational planning of strat
Appropriate Management Respo

l & tactics. 
ugh risk as
ropriate lev
r Manager,
  Involve A
egies and t
nse. Avoid 

it ti Involve pilo
sessment p
el of appro

 IC, District 
viation over
actics for th
risk/exposu

t in 
rior to 
val for 

head 
e 
re 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Jurisdiction/Borders-M
collision avoidance

id Air FrequentFrequent CatastrophicCatastro High

Boundary Airspace Plan develop
procedures.  Utilize airspace coophic gh p p
Establish TFRs as needed.  See
Make AFF a requirement on all a

ed/utilized.
rdinator.  C
 & Avoid. U
ircraft cont

  Follow FTA
OMMUNIC
tilization of 
racts.

 
ATE.  Remote Catastrophic SeriousTCAS. Remote Catast hic Seri

Low level flight profile-
500', Special Use (reco
survey, game count, m
etc)

below 
ns, aerial 
apping, Occasional Catastrophic High

Conduct thorough risk assessme
assessment/mission plan/perform
and signed at the appropriate lev
Utilize Part 27 certificated T3 hel
appropriate PPE/ALSE is used a
essential flightcrew members. En
carded for the mission. Conduct 
working below 500' AGL.

nt training.
ance plan

el.  Minimiz
icopters. En
nd that the
sure aircra
high level r

  Thorough 
ning is com
e exposure
sure that th

 flight is limi
ft and pilot 
econ prior to

risk 
pleted 
 time.  
e 

ted to 
are 
 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

PASP/Go-NO-Go Che
absent or not complete
Deviation)

cklist 
 (Policy Occasional Critical Serious

Ensure PASP and risk assessme
approved at appropriate level.  E
and Forest Aviation Officers are 
when necessary.  PASP should b
Stress that on the "GO/NO-GO" 
operation. Ensure that if there ar
information is given at the primar

nt are com
nsure Unit 
involved in 
e used as 

checklist a 
e multiple b
y briefing.

pleted and 
Aviation Ma
mission pla
a briefing to
"NO GO" ha
riefings tha

nagers 
nning 
ol.  
lts the 

t all 

Remote Critical Medium

Management Decisions

Incident Management 
strategies shift risk from
operations to aviation 
operations.

Team 
 ground Frequent Catastrophic High

Utilize safe and effective strategy
mission planning.  Conduct thoro
mission.  Brief/debrief.  Acquire a
signatures for high-risk complex 
Manager, IC, District Manager, F
Aviation overhead with Operation
tactics for the Appropriate Manag
risk/exposure transference.

 & tactics. 
ugh risk as
ppropriate

missions; i.
orest Supe
al planning
ement Res

 Involve Pilo
sessment p
-level appro
e.  Helicopt
rvisor, etc.  
 of strategy
ponse. Avo

t in 
rior to 
val 
er 
Involve 
 and 
id 

Remote Catastrophic Serious



Post-mitigation

Wi s l dipsit ag

Helicopter System - Operations - Continued
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Utilization

Inefficient or improper 
Aircraft for the assigne
(wrong aircraft selecte
mission, flying without 
tactical/logistical objec

use of 
d mission 
d for a 

tives, etc.)

Frequent Critical High

Use only an appropriate aircraft f
thorough pre-mission planning an
that tactical/logistical missions ha
Appropriate Aviation Managemen
assigned should be based on pe

or the miss
d load calc
ve clear, o
t Respons

rformance 

ion.  Condu
ulations.  E

btainable go
e is used). A
and capabil

ct 
nsure 
als (i.e., 
ircraft 

ities. 

Occasional Critical Serious

Environment

Weather:  Poor Visibili
storms/Hot-High DA/Tu

ty/Thunder 
rbulence Frequent Catastrophic High

Obtain most current/accurate we
Conduct risk assessment & dete
Wait until conditions improve.  Fo
speed, updating load calcs, etc.  
helicopters or better.  Establish tr

ather repor
rmine need
llow policy
  Utilize pa
igger point

ts available
 to conduct 
 on visibility
rt 27 certific
s to stop op

.  
mission.  
, wind 
ated T3 
erations.

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Mountainous Terrain  Frequent Catastrophic High

Ensure Pilot is trained, experienc
local flight crews obtain thorough
before starting operations. Aircra
Performance planning is complet
conditions.  Consider dual pilot o
pilot for low experience pilots.

ed & qualif
 briefing on
ft appropria
ed for envi
perations o

ied/carded.
 local cond
te for the m

ronmental 
r utilize a m

  Non-
itions 
ission.  

entor 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Urban Interface: WiresUrban Interface: re
Aviation Traffic, Major 
Traffic, Communication
Congestion, High Com

General, Genera  
Airport 
s, 
plexity

Probable Catastro

Conduct thorough briefings.  Rev
agreements.  Provide preseason
Preplan dipsites staging area helispots

phic High

Preplan es, st ing area, he
hazard maps.  Establish TFRs &
Require dipsite management.  O
(HLCO).  Perform Airspace deco
Provide frequency and airspace 
Complexity is managed at appro

iew/establi
 briefing for
lispots, et

 issue NOT
rder/utilize 
nfliction an
manageme
priate level

sh Interage
 Media airc

etc Updatec.  Updat
AMs as app
aerial super
d coordinati
nt training. 
.   

ncy 
rews.  

aeriale aerial 
ropriate.  
vision 
on.  
 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Communications

Lack of Compatibility 
(Banding/Frequencies) Probable Critical High

Utilize Unified Command.  Revie
agreements to reduce/eliminate c
education/training. 

w/establish
ompatibilit

 interagenc
y issues.  C

y 
ontinue Remote Critical Medium

Frequency manageme
timely response for Inc
Support to obtain addi
frequencies.

nt - lack of 
ident 
tional Probable Critical High

Evaluate prior reviews and condu
Interagency reviews of frequency
frequencies back to NICC as soo
needed.  Encourage Dispatch off
frequencies early in emerging inc

ct addition
 managem
n as they a
ices to ord
idents.

al national 
ent.  Releas
re no longe

er additiona

e 
r 
l 

Occasional Critical Serious

Cockpit overload Frequent Critical High
Encourage pilots to speak up wh
Discuss safety options with the p
workload and CRM on incidents 

en starting 
ilot. Practic
and in simu

to get overl
e division o
lations.

oaded. 
f Occasional Critical Serious

Inadequate briefing Occasional Critical Serious

Stress to Managers & Pilots the n
adequate briefings.  Follow Polic
checklists (IHOG, IRPG, etc) as 
reiterate information given, use o
lists.  Ensure AARs are being co

eed to slo
y and guide
a minimum
f maps, IAP
nducted an

w down & e
lines, use e

.  Solicate fe
S, and freq

d document

nsure 
xisting 
edback, 
uency 
ed. 

Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation
Helicopter System - Operations - Continued

Pre-mitig
ity Outcome
ation MitigationSub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Training

Lack of training for spe
missions i.e. rehab (Ba
dropping, waddle place
guzzler placement, etc

cialized 
le 
ment), 

.

Occasional Critical Serious

Consider and encourage using E
end-product is not feasible, deve
how to sling unusual items.  Dev
equipment.  Utilize PASPs.  Utiliz
"Tech Tips" to share information/

nd Product
lop standar
elop a sour
e subject m
procedures

 Contracts. 
dized descr
ce list for ap
atter exper

. 

 When 
iption of 
proved 
ts. Use 

Remote Critical Medium

Lack of standardized t
with non-Federal coop
(non-standard termino
target description, reso
capability & limitations)

raining 
erators 
logy, 
urce 

Probable Critical High
Promote joint training with non-F
thorough briefings are conducted
Check Incident Qualification card

ederal coop
 prior to sta
s. 

erators.  En
rting opera

sure 
tions. Remote Critical Medium

Human Factors Lack of Crew Resourc
Management (CRM)

e Probable Critical High

Training, Brief/debrief, maintain p
attend formalized  CRM training 
agency employees. Include CRM
Manager Workshops (RT-372). I
training curriculum for S-372. 

ositive atti
for contract
 training/to

nclude CRM

tude. Promo
ors as well 
pics at Helic
 as part of

te and 
as 
opter 

 the 
Occasional Critical Serious



 



Post-mitigation

h & STC

System Safety Assessment - Rappel
Rappel System -  Aircraft

Pre-mitig
ity Outcome

Mitigaation tion
Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Adequate 
Screening/Evaluati

Lack of Standardization Frequent Critical High Develop National Rappel Standards/Evaluation Board.  Remote Critical Medium

Aircraft perform near li
capabilities due to mis
payload, and environm

on
mits of 
sion, 
ent

Occasional Catastrophic High
Create national rappel specificati
Utilize SMEs - Helicopter manag
when developing aircraft contrac

ons templa
ers/HOSs/r
t specificati

te for Sched
appel speci
ons/modific

ule B.  
alists 
ations

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Performance, 
Capabilities, Limitati

Operating close to per
limitations of aircraft 
(weight/balance, DA, 
height/velocity curve, C

formance 

G)

Frequent Catastrophic High

Strict compliance with flight manu
training of aircraft performance fo
proper mission planning. Continu
2 Helicopters and Part 27 Type 3

al and incr
r helicopte
e using hig
 Helicopter

eased awa
r managers
h performa
s. 

reness 
 and 
ce Type Remote Critical Medium

Pilot visibility/vertical &
reference.

ons  horizontal Occasional Critical Serious Develop National screening/eval
minimum standards for visibility i

uation proc
n rappel air

ess, identify
craft

 Remote Critical Medium

Pilot moving from right
seat to fit mission in Be
helicopters.

 to left 
ll medium Occasional Critical Serious Ensure that Schedule B contract

Nationally for Type 2 Helicopters
 language i
.

s standardized Remote Critical Medium

Equipment

Rappel anchor failure Remote Catastrophic Serious
Ensure anchor is approved with p
annually, installed correctly, and 
recommendations.  

roper & va
inspected a

ild STCs, te
t manufact

sted 
urer's Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Spotter anchor failure Occasional Catastro
Ens re anchor is appro ed ith

phic High
Ensure anchor is approved wit  p
annually, installed correctly, and 
recommendations.  

proper & aildroper  va
inspected a

STCs testedild s, te
t manufact

sted 
urer's Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Aircraft modifications im
installed/false docume

properly 
ntation Remote Catastrophic Serious

Thorough maintenance inspectio
documentation and compliance, 
managers.

ns, verifica
increased t

tion of STC
raining for h

 
elicopter Improbable Catastrophic Medium

ICS communications n
available to all rappelle

ot 
rs Occasional Critical Serious National rappel template for Schedule B. Improbable Critical Medium

Communications
Spotter cannot indepe
manipulate FM radios 
seat (pilot task saturat

ndently 
from back 
ion)

Occasional Critical Serious Audio panel conveniently availab
individually manipulate.

le for pilot and spotter to Remote Critical Medium

Configuration

Doors off flight; crash 
survivability Remote Catastrophic Serious Minimize doors off operation to e

doors off checklist for IHOG and 
ssential mi
IHRG.

ssions only, create Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Doors off flight; non se
items

cured Remote Catastrophic Serious Training on proper storage of equ
off. Create doors off checklist for

ipment wh
 IHOG and

en flying wi
 IHRG.

th doors Improbable Catastrophic Medium

External basket security Remote Catastrophic Serious Assure security of external loads prior to mission. Improbable Catastrophic Medium



Post-mitigation

n c c

Rappel System -  Equipment
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
Mitiga

ation
Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever

tion Likelihood Severity Outcome

Maintenance Lack of compliance wi
manufacture's inspecti

th AD's, 
ons Remote Catastrophic Serious

Strict compliance with flight manu
training of maintenance requirem
managers, spot inspections of ai
contract helicopters require a 

al, increas
ents and A
rcraft.  Rec
mechanic.

ed awarene
D's for helic
ommend a

ss 
opter 
ll rappel Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Aircraft Health

Undetected corrosion,
crack, structural. limite
unknown amount of ai
health testing and mon
being performed on cu
aircraft (fatigue, corros
airframe etc )

 stress 
d, and/or 
rcraft 
itoring 
rrent 
ion, 

Remote Catastrophic Serious Ensure Maintenance Inspectors 
reviews of aircraft maintenance l

are conduc
ogs

ting thorough Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Common factors

Misuse/mistreatment Occasional Catastrophic High Education, supervision for follow
When in doubt about equipment'

ing equipm
s usage, re

ent use stan
tire it.

dards. Remote Catastrophic Serious

Use of non-standard equipment Occasional Critical Serious
Maintain current equipment stand
only utilize approved rappeling e
inspections

ards for ra
quipment, r

ppel equipm
andom pee

ent, 
r Remote Critical Medium

Improper inspections Occasional Catastrophic High Education, supervision for follow
standards (IHRG)

ing equipment inspection Remote Catastrophic Serious

Improper rigging Occasional Catastro
Proper training Standardi ation

phic High
Proper training.  Standardizatio
proficiency, checks and balances
model specific rigging on nationa

Maintain.  Maintain 
.  Place ph
l rappel we

c rrencurren y, 
otos of corr
bsite and in

ect 
 IHRG.  

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Inconsistent documentation Occasional Critical Serious Education, supervision for follow
standards, random inspections.  

ing equipm
Utilize rap 

ent docume
records data

ntation 
base. Remote Critical Medium

Not following establish
procedures/policy

ed Occasional Critical Serious

Peer monitoring, annual base rev
levels for compliance, follow-up o
attendance of spotters to biennia
academy. 

iews, acco
f action ite
l rappel wo

untability at
ms. Mandat
rkshop or ra

 all 
ory 
ppel Remote Critical Medium

Spotter tether/Gunn
strap

er Improper adjustment Occasional Critical Serious
Initial set-up of gunner straps and
model aircraft, pre-mission check
adjustments on national rappel w

 spotter te
. Post pho
ebsite and

thers for sp
tos of correc
 IHRG.

ecific 
t Remote Critical Medium

Research & 
Development

Improper use of newly
equipment or during te
phase.

 approved 
sting Occasional Catastrophic High

Education, training, documentatio
mutliple platforms and obtain fee
component of the system gets ch
needs to be re-evaluated.

n, thoroug
dback from
anged, the

h field testin
 field users.
 entire syste

g in 
 If one 
m Remote Catastrophic Serious

Cargo delivery syst

No standard configuration Frequent Critical High Identify and establish model spec
procedures.

ific configuration and  Remote Critical Medium

Use of unapproved co
em

ntainers Occasional Marginal Medium
Supervisors, managers ensure o
properly utilized. All approved eq
MTDC website

nly approve
uipment is 

d container
posted on t

s are 
he Remote Marginal Medium

Improper cargo restrai
straps/cargo compartm
netting (internal only)

nt 
ent Occasional Critical Serious Establish minimum standard for c

protective netting.
argo restraint straps and Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation

direction and interaction C i i l / l l D l C l d R it i

Rappel System -  Operations
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome Mitiga
ation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever tion Likelihood Severity Outcome

Training Non standard/inconsistent Frequent Marginal Serious Utilize joint training.  Train the trainer to one standard. Occasional Marginal Medium

Supervision

Not properly qualified f
firefighting mission

or Remote Catastrophic Serious  Ensure Spotter and firefighters a
in the IHRG. 

dhere to qualifications outilned Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Escape routes and saf
not identified

ety zones Occassional Catastrophic High
Ensure Spotter and ALL firefighte
location of safety zones, and esc
deployment.

rs have kn
ape routes

owledge an
 prior to fast

d 
 rope Remote Catastrophic Serious

Rappel site selection Poor site selection Occasional Catastrophic High
Spotter training, develop nationa
Handbook, CRM, depth of fire ex
qualification of single resource bo

l standard S
perience, m
ss with IC

potter Trai
inimal redc

T4 being pre

ning 
ard 
ferred. 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Rappel procedure

Non-standard procedu
deviation

res / policy Occasional Catastrophic High

Frequent unscheduled inspection
spotter/peers/SME, suspend ope
made.  Violations will result in pro
training when practical. Check sp
regions will conduct combined tra
or Regional Rappel Spotter Work
years. 

s by HOS/
rations unt
gram susp
otters from
ining. Atte
shop is ma

check 
il correction
ension. Util
 other base
ndance of N
ndatory eve

s are 
ize joint 
s and 
ational 
ry two 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Non-standard verbiage
direction, and interaction,  
between spotter and p
rappel operations

, 
 

ilot during F tFrequent C itir t c l Hi h

Increase simulation training, moc
(especially with relief pilots). Ens

/ li f l D l Ca High new re ief personne .  eve op 
between spotter and pilot. Develo
spotter relationship to be include

k-ups, and
ure proper 
h llhal enge an
p CRM tra

d in IHRG o

 proficiency
briefing for 
d R espons
ining specif
r 310-1.  

 

it i R t C iti l M die cr er a 
ic to pilot-

Remote Critical Medium

Deviation from intende
with limited information

d mission Frequent Critical High

Obtain necessary information pri
frequencies, contacts, coordinate
hazards, deconflict airspace, follo
crew is "re-briefed" on new missi

or to accep
s, addition
w all FTA 

on. 

ting mission
al aircraft, k
procedures.

, obtain 
nown 
 Ensure Occasional Critical Serious

Exposure to off site landing Frequent Critical High

Follow standard procedures (high
verify load calculations as valid, e
process. Site selection needs to 
pilot and spotter. Respond to the
when appropriate.

-low recon
tc.) Follow

be mutually
 incident co

, power che
 risk manag
 agreed up
nfigured to 

cks, 
ement 
on by 
rappel 

Occasional Critical Serious

External cargo letdo

Rappellers on board h
during delivery of carg
translates to longer ex
personnel during high 
settings in hoverwn

elicopter 
o which 
posure to 
power 

Frequent Critical High

Follow standard procedures (high
verify load calculations as valid, e
process. Site selection needs to 
pilot and spotter. Respond to the
when appropriate.

-low recon
tc.) Follow

be mutually
 incident co

, power che
 risk manag
 agreed up
nfigured to 

cks, 
ement 
on by 
rappel 

Occasional Critical Serious

Overflying highways, m
population area, perso

ajor 
nnel Occasional Critical Serious Establish and brief on proper flig

avoid, find other means for missi
ht paths, up
on

date maps, see and Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation
Rappel System -  Operations (Cont.)

Pre-mitig
ity Outcome
ation

MitigaSub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever tion Likelihood Severity Outcome

Internal cargo letdo

Security of Cargo with
appropriate or approve
hardware

out 
d Frequent Critical High Establish minimum standard for c

protective netting.
argo restraint straps and Remote Critical Medium

Exposure to rappellers
internal load operation
additional weight on bo
aircraft and denied livin

wn  during 
s due to 
ard the 
g space 

Frequent Critical High

Consider performing cargo opera
method of securing cargo is adeq
the cargo in the event of an accid
cargo outside of the passenger c
cargo weight. Require DOT appr
materials. 

tion sepera
uate for th
ent. When
ompartmen
oved conta

tely. Ensur
e size and w
 possible se
t. Limit inte

iners for ha

e that 
eight of 
cure the 
rnal 
zardous 

Occasional Critical Serious

Emergency Procedu

Lack of adequate train
Proficiency

ing / Occasional Critical Serious

Increase simulation training, utiliz
increase rappeller / spotter emer
develop training which includes p
Improve / update spotter/rappelle

e tower/ele
gency proc
ilot, spotte
r training s

vated platfo
edure profic
r and rappe
yllabus.

rm to 
iency, 
ller.  Remote Critical Medium

Non standard verbiage
mission critical / non-c
situations (Emergency
Emergency "in hover" 
rappel ops)

res  for 
ritical 
 vs. Non-
during 

Occasional Critical Serious
Increase simulation training, fund
at McClellan, develop challenge/
spotter and pilot

 and utilize
response c

 current sim
riteria betwe

ulators 
en Remote Critical Medium



Post-mitigation

    l h ld b b i f d i t f t d (i

System Safety Assessment - External Loads
External Load System - Aircraft

Pre-mitig
ity Outcome

Mitigaation tion
Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Visibility

Pilot visability, vertical/
reference

horizontial Occasional Critical Medium National screening/evaluation pro
visiability

cess, identify standard for Remote Critical Medium

Placement of gauges a
warning lights in cockp
allow pilot to monitor q
easily while looking do

nd 
it does not 
uickly and 
wn at load

Frequent Catastrophic High National screening/evaluation pro
placement of gauges

cess, identify standard for Remote Catastrophic Serious

Pilots inability to see th
due to aircraft design l

e load 
imitations Occasional Critical Serious

Consider modifications to aircraft
bubble window, floor window.  Ut
and aircraft selection for the miss

 to improve
ilize proper
ion.

 pilot visibil
 mission pla

ity i.e.; 
nning Remote Critical Medium

Pilot moving from right
seat to fit mission in Be
helicopters without shu

 to left 
ll medium 
tting down 

Remote Critical Medium Enforce contract language regard
exiting the aircraft.

ing shut down before pilot Improbable Critical Medium

Location of aircraft con
switches not consisten
standardized

trols and 
t, not Occasional Critical Serious Establish standard configuration in helicopter contracts. Remote Critical Medium

Doors off flight In-flight exposure to 
environmental conditions Occasional Marginal Medium Provide appropriate clothing for w

occupants.
eather conditions for Remote Marginal Medium

Aircraft Equipmen

Belly hook/remote hooBelly hook/remote hook
standardized

k not not O iOccasionall M iMargi l M di
Familiarize crews with specific eq
h ld b b i f d i tna Medium s ou  e r e e  on equ pmen  a

training and cross training on diff

uipment.  
d i fnd aircra t

erent hook

Cargo perso
t t b d o be use .
 types).

nnel 
(i R t M i l M di .e. Remote Marginal Medium

Non-standard ring size

t

Occasional Critical Serious
Ensure rings are compatible with
Reference flight manual, and ma
hook placarding identify proper ri

 specific he
nufacturer 
ng sizes.

licopter rigg
data. Recom

ing. 
mend Remote Critical Medium

Cargo hook/remote ho
leading to dropped loa
inability to release load

ok failure 
d or Remote Critical Medium Follow manufacturer's inspection

Check for proper operation befor
 and maint
e every mis

enance proc
sion.

edures.  Improbable Critical Medium

Failure of electrical con
electrical disconnect

nection or Frequent Critical High
Inspect equipment and check for
mission.  Research and develop 
electrical connection system. 

 proper ope
design for 

ration befo
new, more r

re every 
eliable Occasional Critical Serious

Performance, 
Capabilities, Limitati

Operating outside des
limitations of aircraft 
(weight/balance, DA, H

ign 

eight 
Probable Catastrophic High

Strictly comply with approved flig
awareness of aircraft performanc
Managers in proper mission plan

ht manual.
e by trainin
ning.

  Increase 
g Helicopter Occasional Catastrophic High

Pilot visibility/vertical &
reference.ons

 horizontal Occasional Critical Serious Develop National screening/eval
minimum standards for visibility i

uation proc
n rappel air

ess.  Identif
craft.

y Remote Critical Medium

Pilot moving from right
seat to fit mission in Be
helicopters.

 to left 
ll medium Occasional Critical Serious Ensure that Schedule B contract

Nationally for Type 2 Helicopters
 language i
.

s standardized Remote Critical Medium

Aircraft Health

Limited and/or unknow
of testing and monitori
preformed on current a
(fatigue, corrision, etc)

n amount 
ng being 
irframe Remote Catastrophic Serious Ensure maintenance inspectors a

reviews of aircraft maintainence 
re conduc

logs.
ting thorough Improbable Catastrophic Medium



Post-mitigation

Conduct     Human Factors

External Load System - Operations
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Communications

Lack of positive comm
due to frequency overl
wrong frequencies

unication 
oad, Frequent Critical High

Proper mission planning, effectiv
thorough briefing / debriefings, b
Coordinators, commo checks pri

e frequenc
etter utiliza
or to depar

y managem
tion of Helic
ture.  

ent, and 
opter Occasional Critical Serious

Poor communications 
ground to aircraft (bac
noise)

from 
kground Frequent Critical High

As a minimum, increase the use 
cords from handheld radios to flig
headsets.  This should be require
high volume of cargo operations.

of available
ht helmets
d at all hel

 communic
, or handhe
ibases that 

ation 
lds to 
have a Occasional Critical Serious

Lack of common terminology Occasional Marginal Medium
Utilize IAT website as a training t
necessary).  Stress use of comm
and in briefings.

ool (update
on termino

 on-line cou
logy during 

rse if 
training Remote Marginal Medium

Human Factors 

Pilot/agency personnel fatigue Probable Catastrophic High

Prioritize missions, evaluate risk 
rescheduling missions, avoid unn
optional days off as needed/requ
communications regarding fatigu

vs. benefits
ecessary f
ested. Prom
e levels.

.  Consider
lights, utilize

ote open &

 
 
 honest Remote Catastrophic Serious

Lack of depth percepti
pilot not wearing presc
lenses

on due to 
ription Occasional Catastrophic High Brief with pilot on status of vision. Remote Catastrophic Serious

Pilot unfamiliar with aircraft Probable Critical High Utilize pilot check in process.  All
transitions. Address with Contrac

ow adequa
tors via the

te time for p
 CO.

ilot Occasional Critical Serious

Pilot unfamiliar with mission Probable Critic
Conduct proper briefings, encour

al High
 proper briefings, encourage

Utilize Helicopter Coordinators fo
using a second pilot or mentor pi

age incidenincident
r pilot fami
lot for orien

t orientatioorientation
liarization.  
tations.

n flight.  flight.  
Consider Occasional Critical Serious

Ergonomics; aircraft no
configured well (bubble
adjustable seating, etc

t 
 window, 

.)
Occasional Critical Serious Consider using a screening and 

issue.  Use appropriate flight cre
evaluation 
w and aircr

board to ass
aft for the m

ess the 
ission. Remote Critical Medium

Selection of aircraft ina
for mission

dequate Occasional Critical Serious

Improve education of key person
and limitations.  (i.e. Update on-l
critical mission information from g
HLCO.   Select appropriate aircra
analysis.

nel on helic
ine IAT cou
round pers
ft and pilot

opter capa
rses.)  Obta
onnel, ATG
 for mission

bilities 
in 
S, 
 via risk 

Remote Critical Medium

In-flight Hazards

Controlled flight into to
wires, trees, etc. (Aeria
with external load.

wers, 
l hazards) Occasional Catastrophic High

Post updated hazard map(s), com
personnel/pilots for additional ha
perform high level reconnnaissan
level operations. Use extreme ca
intended mission/known flight pa
Coordinators.

municate 
zard map u
ce before 
ution when
ths.  Utilize

with field 
pdates. Alw
transition to
 diverted fro
 Helicopter 

ays 
 low 
m Remote Catastrophic Serious

Other aircraft, congest
airspace

ed Frequent Catastrophic High

Perform proper mission planning
tactics overcongested areas.  Or
earlier.  Ensure that TFRs are pr
are validated for each operationa
needed. Require TCAS in all airc
NOTAMs for TFRs. Establish flig
Ensure appropriate level of aeria
there is compliance with FTA pro
protocols/plans. Coordinate early

 and utilize
der airspac
actical/reali
l period, an
raft. Ensur
ht routes o
l supervisio
tocols.  Fo
 and often 

 see and av
e coordinat
stic for the i
d are adjus

e pilots are 
ver incident
n is in place

llow bounda
with military

oid 
or 
ncident, 
ted as 
checking 
s.  
 and 
ry fire 
. 

Remote Catastrophic Serious



Post-mitigation

supervision Stress that sunrise/sunset charts are minimums

External Load System - Operations (cont.)
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

In-flight Hazards (Co

Dropped load in congested area Remote Catastrophic Serious

Utilize updated hazard maps in b
Helibases and cargo areas shou
minimize flights over congested a
Utilize alternative methods of car

riefings.  E
ld be estab
reas with e

go transpo

stablish fligh
lished in are
xternal load

rt. 

t paths.  
as to 
s.  Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Unstable load during fl

nt)

ight Occasional Catastrophic High

Improve crew training on load pre
cargo correctly using approved e
other means of transport when p
cargo). Standardize procedures f

paration/a
quipment. 
ossible (gro
or recurring

ssembly.  P
 Consider a
und, intern
 missions.

repare 
nd use 
al Remote Catastrophic Serious

In-flight Hazards

Overgross load Occasional Critical Serious
Ensure proper mission planning 
planning, load calculations, mani
through A-219.  Utilize load cell.

(i.e. proper
festing).  Im

 performanc
prove train

e 
ing Remote Critical Medium

Inappropriate length of
mission

 line for Probable Catastrophic High

Better mission planning, better si
training through A-219.  Follow IH
selection & rotor clearance. Ensu
from the field/incident to the helib
the ground personnel.  

te assessm
OG stand
re thoroug
ase and fro

ent, improv
ards for site
h communic
m the helic

e 
 
ations 
opter to 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Poor visibility due to sm
shadows

oke, sun, Occasional Critical Serious
Time missions for optimal visibilit
personnel and pilots regarding co
supervision Stress that sunrise/sunset,   

y, obtain fe
nditions, u

charts 

edback from
tilize aerial 

are minimums  

 on-site 
Remote Critical Medium

. 

Ground Hazards

Dragged load Frequent Critical High
Provide for pilot proficiency while
carding process for approving ex
site is adequate. Monitor fatigue.

 on contrac
ternal load

t, improve t
 operations.

he 
  Ensure Occasional Critical Serious

Personnel too close to drop site Occasional Critical Serious

Provide pilot with ground contact
Helicopter Coordinators.  Provide
to emphasize hazard identificatio
methods.

.  Improve 
 training fo
n and com

utilization of
r ground pe
munication 

 
rsonnel Remote Critical Medium

Inexperienced ground personnel Probable Critical High Check qualifications prior to miss
additional pre-season training (A

ion accept
-219).

ance, provide Occasional Critical Serious

Snagged load (net, bucket) Occasional Catastrophic High Better site evaluation and prepar
for positive communication with p

ation, traine
ilot.

d personnel at site Remote Catastrophic Serious

Rotor wash, falling snags Occasional Catastrophic High Imrpove process of site evaluatio
trained personnel at site for posit

n and prep
ive commu

aration.  Ut
nication wit

ilize 
h pilot. Remote Catastrophic Serious

Pilot unfamiliar with dip
spot

site, sling Frequent Critical High Conduct proper pre-mission brief
Helicopter Coordinators.

ing.  Improve utilization of Occasional Critical Serious

Unsecured load on steep terrain Occasional Critical Serious Ensure experienced personnel a
approved tag line(s) for some eq

re at the sit
uipment (bl

e, develop 
ivet) Remote Critical Medium

Cable or line inadverte
placed over skid

ntly Occasional Catastrophic High

Mitigation possible through bette
and good communications with p
Emphasize thorough visual aircra
checks by ground personnel prio

r raining, in
ilot during 
ft safety w

r to flight.

creasedexp
preflight che
alk around a

erience, 
cks.   
nd Remote Catastrophic Serious

Working in close proxim
hovering helicopter

ity to Frequent Critical High Better site evaluation and prepar
for positive communication with p

ation, traine
ilot.

d personnel at site Occasional Critical Serious

Poor site selection Occasional Critical Serious
Improve utilization of Helicopter C
personnel.  Don't utilize aircraft if
relocated.

oordinator
 site can't b

s to assist g
e improved

round 
 or Occasional Critical Serious



Post-mitigation

po d ss if IHOG

External Load System - Operations (cont.)
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever Likelihood Severity Outcome

Equipment

Component failure res
dropped load

ulting in Remote Catastrophic Serious
Ensure contractor equipment me
133, agency personnel need to in
equipment.

ets require
spect and 

ments unde
maintain all

r Part 
 rigging Remote Catastrophic Serious

Snorkel snagged on object Remote Catastrophic Serious
Utilize experienced dipsite mana
encourage managers to approve
Ensure dip tanks are clean of ha

gers when
 site, perfor
rdware that

ever possib
m high reco
 may cause

le, 
n.  
 snag.   

Remote Critical Medium

Non standard or appro
method of securing ca
steep terrain

ved 
rgo to Probable Critical High Use approved tag lines for blivets. Occasional Critical Serious

Training

Inadequate pilot longlin
proficiency 

e Frequent Catastrophic High Provide opportunities and fundin
while on contract.

g for pilot proficiency flights Occasional Catastrophic High

Lack of experience Frequent Catastrophic High Implement longline training scho
program, use of simulators, etc. 

ol, contractor mentoring Occasional Catastrophic High

Pilots with little experie
qualified for external lo
operations

nce being 
ad Frequent Catastrophic High

Hold contractors accountable  to
Reference Standards located in t
Additional Helicopter Inspector p
contractors meet these standard
issued a card unless these stand

 what is sta
he nationa
ilots may b
s. Pilot(s) s
ards are be

ted in the  V
l contract.  
e needed to
hould NOT 
ing met.

ertical 

 ensure 
be 

Remote Critical Medium

Environment

High wind or poor visibility Occasional Catastro

Increase the use of Helicopter Co
points and shut down missions early

phic High
ints an  shut down mi ions e

standards as limits.  Limit or stop
met or exceeded.  Receive briefi
conditions to encourage proactiv

ordinators
if necessaryarly  nece

 operations
ng on local
e decision 

.  Establish 
Treatssary.  Trea

 before limi
 weather an
making.

trigger 
IHOGt  

ts are 
d wind 

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Flight routes not identified Occasional Catastrophic High
Improve use of Helicopter Coord
at Helibases and in IAP's.  Allow
pilots at briefings.  Utilize Airspac

inators.  Re
 for input an
e Coordina

quire better
d concurre
tors as nec

 maps 
nce from 
essary.

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Hover Hookups

Working in close proxim
hovering helicopter

ity to Frequent Critical High

Minimize exposure (only personn
should be in area)   Use proper -
emergency egress procedures w
helicopter.

el essentia
--- Develop
hen workin

l to the mis
, brief, and 
g under hov

sion 
utilize 
ering Occasional Critical Serious

Damage to aircraft (an
bubble)

tenna, Remote Marginal Medium Brief personnel on aircraft Remote Marginal Medium

Emergency Procedures

No established proce
extracting critically inju
personnel as an extern
with contracted aircraft

dure for 
red 
al load Frequent Catastrophic High Develop a standard procedure fo

personnel.
r extracting critically injured Remote Catastrophic Serious



Post-mitigation

Changing priorities and weights Probable Critical High Conduct better mission planning.  Be flexible for changes and 
anticipate/plan for most reasonable occurances. Occasional Critical Serious

Inability to weigh some cargo

External Load System - Loading
Pre-mitig

ity Outcome
ation Mitiga

Sub-System Hazards Likelihood Sever
tion

Likelihood Severity Outcome

Training

Inconsistent training am
interagency personnel
use vs. CWN helitack, 
hotshot, smokejumper
Using untrained or unq
personnel.

ong 
 (exclusive 
handcrew, 
s, etc.).  
ualified 

Frequent Critical High
Fully implement IAT A-219 cours
appropriate supervisory and key 
operations should be supervised

e.  Provide
personnel.
 by trained 

 training to 
  External lo
personnel.

ad Occasional Critical Serious

Unfamiliarity with spec
aviation BAER projects
procedures, equipmen

ific 
 (rigging, 
t)

Occasional Critical Serious

Utilize experienced helitack pers
preplanning, mission planning an
Provide training specific to new e
Verify that all equipment and pro

onnel to as
d impleme
quipment a
cedures are

sist with 
ntation of pr
nd procedu
 approved.

oject.  
res.  
 Use 

Remote Critical Medium

Inconsistent inspection
improper repair of rigg

s and 
ing Occasional Critic

SME's when implementing projec

al Serious

Follow manufacturers' maintenan
inspection sheets where equipme
inspection of equipment.  Remov

ts.
ce requirem
nt is store

e any dam

ents.  Pos
d.  Perform 
aged/faulty 

t 
pre-use Remote Critical Medium

Equipment

equipment

Use of unapproved eq
for flying loads that wo

uipment 
n't fit in a Occasional Critic

equipment from use.

al Serious

Use only proper and approved eq
loads.  Consider other ways to ac

uipment fo
complish t

r flying exte
he mission 

rnal 
and Improbable Critical Medium

net

Inability to weigh some   cargo  

avoid making hasty, poor decisio
job done.
Evaluate alternative scales throu

ns under p

gh market 

ressure to g

research, 

et the 

Human Factors 

items due to size, shape Probable Critical High procure/evaluate new products, a
helicopter cargo operations.
Provide appropriate scales, allow
loads for missions.  Rely upon st

nd make t

 adequate 
andard equ

hem availab

time to prep
ipment weig

le for Occasional Critical Serious

are 
ht lists. Estimating cargo weig

 
hts Probable Critical High When in doubt overestimate weig

cannot be adequately determined
hts.  Do no
.

t fly loads if weights Occasional Critical Serious
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n

d

y

Post mitigation

Post mitigation

System Safety Assessment - Heavy Airtanker Program
Heavy Airtanker Program System - Airworthiness

Pre Mitig
ty Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihoo Severi Likelihood Severity Outcome

Operational Servi
Life

Forest Service has not his
conducted airworthiness in
it has relied upon the FAA
expertise.  The perceived 
one of contract compliancce 

torically 
spections;

 for that 
role was 
e.

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Continue contractual requirements 
standards required by FAR 25.571 
airworthiness.  Incorporate the lates

commensu
for aircraft c
t inspection

rate with ind
ontinued 
 technolog

ustry 

y.  Remote Marginal Medium

Forest Service has not ide
metrics that define the fire
environment for the purpo
establishing effects on airw

ntified 
 
se of 
orthiness.

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Employee additional workforce with
airworthiness.

 the skills to determine 

Remote Marginal Medium

Maintenance and
Inspections

Overloading Structure Remote Catastrophic Serious Encourage the design and procurem
Incorporate the latest inspection tec

ent of purp
hnology.  

ose built aircraft.  Remote Marginal Medium

Engine Failures Probable Marginal Serious Changing to turbine engines. Remote Marginal Medium

Airframe Fatigue
Damage

 

The NTSB surmised that s
exposure to airframe stres
firefighting mission profile 
additional fatigue factors t
airframe life expectancy.

ignificant 
ses in the 
poses 
hat shorte

Remote Catastrophic Serious

Incorporate structural health monito
structural fatigue damage resulting 
firefighting mission environment.

rs and tech
from aircraf

nologies to
t operations

 detect 
 in the 

Remote Marginal Medium

Heavy Airtanker Program System - Contract Process
Pre Mitig

ty Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihoo Severi Likelihood Severity Outcome

Cost

Current contracting fosters
value process which guara
minimum standards.

 best 
ntees onl Frequent Critical High Incorporate addition contract incent

competition process for going "beyo
ives that giv
nd minimu

e credit in 
m programs

the 
". Remote Marginal Medium

Lack of contract incentive 
a system safety driven pro

to develop
gram

 Frequent Critical High Incorporate addition contract incent
competition process for going "beyo

ives that giv
nd minimu

e credit in 
m programs

the 
". Remote Marginal Medium

Modernization of the airtan
will take significant funding
equipment is brought into 
aircraft, unplanned events
inevitable.  The agency do
have the skill mix to overs
testing and development i

ker fleet 
.  As new 

the mix of 
 are 
es not 
ee flight 
n house.

Occasional Catastrophic High

Implement airtanker modernization
value contracts including but not lim
sustainable airframes, ergonomics,
innovation and technology, damage
technology

 and evalua
ited to:  pe

 additional c
 tolerant de

tion criteria
rformance, 
ontractor o
sign and 

 in best 

ffered Remote Catastrophic Serious



d

e

d

d

d
Post mitigation

Post mitigation

Post mitigation

Post mitigation

Heavy Airtanker Program System - Mission Environment
Pre Mitig

ty Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihoo Severi Likelihood Severity Outcome

Performance Planning

Quality of performance da
reference charts at typical
density altitudes is a conc
flight in the fire mission en

ta and 
ly high 
ern for saf
vironment.

Probable Catastrophic High

Develop a contract requirement for
weight and balance calculations pri

 airtanker pi
or to each m

lots to com
ission.

plete 

Remote Critical Medium

Flight Profile

Mission operations below 500' AGL.

Probable Catastrophic High

Incorporate human aided technolog
including tools to aid in time critical
technology for in flight decision mak
debriefs, and accident investigation

y to assist 
 risk assess
ing, post fli
.  Consider

in decision 
ments. Ada
ght mission
 CVR and c

making 
pt 
 
ockpit c

Remote Critical Medium

Mission Creep

Operations in the urban in
have led to an increase in 
expectations, exposure to
and cumulative aircraft an
fatigue.  

terface 

 hazards, 
d pilot 

Probable Catastrophic High

Return to the initial attack mission d
aircraft selection and approval, ope
program/infrastructure design.

octrine as a
rations stan

 driving for
dards, and

ce in 
 

Remote Critical Medium

Transfer of risk from groun
firefighters to airborne fire

d 
fighters. Probable Catastrophic High

Return to the initial attack mission d
policies that govern the airtankers r
suppression.

octrine as a
ole in wildla

 driving for
nd fire 

ce in 
Remote Critical Medium

Heavy Airtanker Program System - Facilities
Pre Mitig

ty Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihoo Severi Likelihood Severity Outcome

Tanker Bases Overloading and mixing errors Occasional Critical Serious ensure micro motion meters have b
government personnel review mixin

een calibra
g procedur

ted.  Vendo
es.

r and Remote Marginal Medium

Heavy Airtanker Program System - Ground Fire Personnel
Pre Mitig

ty Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihoo Severi Likelihood Severity Outcome
Use of tankers for escape
situations has increased r
exposure, and failure.  Th
rests outside of the contro
aviation program.

d fire 
isk, 
is issue 
l of the 

Probable Critical High

National leadership through regiona
promote safe and efficient use of ai
at all levels need to be persistent in
to keep efforts based on obtainable

l/state orga
rcraft.  Incid
 working wi
 goals.

nizations m
ent Comma
th team me

ust 
nders 

mbers Remote Marginal Medium

Heavy Airtanker Program System - Human Factors
Pre Mitig

ty Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihoo Severi Likelihood Severity Outcome

Pilot Proficiency a
Training

nd 

Lack of fire mission trainin
Lack of proficiency flight ti

g and 
me.

Probable Catastrophic High

Vendors have instituted training pro
management, and flight safety with
cockpit procedures.  Increase the s
NAFA program, develop the McCle
environment

grams such
 the intent to
cope and co
llan training

 as CRM, r
 standardiz
mplexity o

 center for f

isk 
e 

f the 
ire 

Occasional Critical Serious

Aircraft performance plann
successful outcome in a h
descent, level off, and clim
profile.

ing for 
igh rate of 
b out Probable Catastrophic High

Address airtanker pilot training and
frequency of accidents occurring fro

 proficiency
m CFIT.

 to reduce 

Occasional Critical Serious

High number of target fixa
tactical maneuvering error

tion and 
s. Probable Catastrophic High

Address human factors including ta
awareness, task overload, performa

rget fixation
nce/tactica

, situationa
l planning e

l 
rrors. Occasional Critical Serious



d

d

Post mitigation

Post mitigation

Post mitigation
Heavy Airtanker Program System - Policy, Procedure, and Doctrine

Pre Mitig
ty Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihoo Severi Likelihood Severity Outcome

Management 
Oversight

No requirement to implem
system safety program tha
common between the con
the agency.

ent a 
t is 

tractor and Probable Catastrophic High
Establish a requirement to initiate a
between the contractor and the age
designate a safety officer.

 safety man
ncy.  Requ

agement s
ire the cont

ystem 
ractor to Remote Marginal Medium

Agency Culture

"Can do" philosophy has d
aviation programs with mi
budgets and staffing.

eveloped 
nimal Probable Critical High

The Blue Ribbon Panel stated: "sig
adequate knowledge of aircraft con
maintenance, that will serve to impr

nificant fund
ditions, train
ove the saf

ing will pro
ing and 

ety record".

vide 
Remote Marginal Medium

A culture of acceptable los
evolved in the agency reg
airtanker losses.

s has 
arding Probable Critical High

Establish a higher expectation beyo
safety with a lower tolerance for ac
cultural change away from one of a

nd minimum
cidents. Thi
cceptable lo

 requirem
s will encou
ss.

ents for 
rage a Remote Marginal Medium

Quality Assurance 
Inspections

and 
Lack of an operative quali
assurance and inspection

ty 
 program. Probable Critical High

Develop a QA program for improve
fleet ranging from improved checkr
adequate staffing of trained inspect
procedures.

d oversight 
ides, workfo
ors, and sta

of the contr
rce efficien
ndardized 

acted 
cy, Remote Marginal Medium

Public Perception Influence on the agency Probable Marginal Serious Establish doctrine Remote Marginal Medium
Heavy Airtanker Program System - Technology

Pre Mitig
ty Outcome
ation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihoo Severi Likelihood Severity Outcome

Human Aided 
Technology HAT underutilized Occasional Critical Serious

Incorporate HAT with the intent to r
reduce cockpit workload, reduce di
environmental conditions of high de

aise situatio
stractions, a
nsity altitud

nal awaren
nd assist w
e and low v

ess, 
ith 
isibility.

Occasional Marginal Medium

Heavy Airtanker Program System - Training
Pre Mitig

ty Outcome
ation

MitigatiSub-systems Hazards Likelihood Severi on Likelihood Severity Outcome

Internal Pilot currency and proficiency.  Occasional Critical Serious

Increase the scope and complexity
crew attendance.  Fund the develop
fire simulation training in the flight e
agency personnel.

 of NAFA an
ment and i
nvironment

d require ta
mplementa
 for contrac

nker 
tion of 
t and Occasional Marginal Medium

External Pilot currency and proficiency Occasional Critical Serious

Increase the scope and complexity
crew attendance.  Fund the develop
fire simulation training in the flight e
agency personnel.

 of NAFA an
ment and i
nvironment

d require ta
mplementa
 for contrac

nker 
tion of 
t and Occasional Marginal Medium



 



Post Mitigation

q

System: Aircraft 2008 Infared Program Assessment
Pre M

verity Outcome
itigation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Se Likelihood Severity Outcome
Avionics Loss of electrical power

Remote Critical Medium
Keep your cell phone handy (and ch
cell flashlight working and charged, H
radio, Training on emergency proced

arged up),H
ave a spar
ures 

ave the req
e hand-held

uired 2 "D" 
 VHF-AM Remote Critical Medium

Erroneous read-outs from the equipment Occasional Critical Serious Training, Pre and post season avionics checks Remote Marginal Medium
Non-Standard (type/lay-out/locatio
equipment

n) of 
Frequent Critical High

Update the equipment/design for sta
equip. & Maintain currency in all A/C
aircraft

ndardizatio
, Standardi

n & Train to 
ze fleet to sa

the new 
me make Improbable Marginal Medium

IR Equipment Electrical Interface (A/C Mods) Frequent Negligible Medium Coordinate with all staffs on modifica
Refresher (preseason) mission traini

tions prior t
ng and equ

o the install
ipment calib

ations, 
ration Occasional Negligible Low

Increased exposure to land/take-o
off immagery

ff to hand- Frequent Critical High Install and utilize satellite up-link capability Occasional Critical Serious

Maintenance Nitrogen servicing (Improper techn
wearing proper PPE and ultimatel
personal injury

ique), not 
y causing Frequent Marginal Serious

Proper training/procedures
Frequent Negligible Medium

Maintenance providers (lack of ski
technicians/repair stations)

lled Occasional Catastrophic High Coordination with maintenance personnel and repair stations Remote Catastrophic Serious

Undocumented open discrepancies Occasional Marginal Medium Follow SOPs Improbable Marginal Medium
Not performing Functional Check F
before releasing aircraft after main
(when applicable) 

light (FCF
tenance 

) 
Remote Catastrophic Serious

Perform FCFs when applicable, coor
technician; if possible take maintena

dinate with
nce technic

 maintenanc
ian on FCF

e 
Improbable Critical Medium

Standarization Non-Standard Aircraft
Frequent Critical High

Update the equipment/design for sta
equip. & Maintain currency in all A/Cg q p y
aircraft

ndardizatio
, Standardi,

n & Train to 
ze fleet to sa

the new 
me make Improbable Marginal Mediump g

Modifications Effects of modifications that decre
capabilities causing additional cre
workload/exposure/performance is
burn, flight planning)

ase aircraf
w 
sues(fuel 

t 

Frequent Marginal Serious

Correction to existing modification; c
modifications.

oordination and testing of future 

Remote Negligible Low

Increased exposure to mid-air coll
necessity of turning off TCAS duri
because of interference between T
IR equipment.

ision due to
ng mission
CAS and 

 
 Frequent Catastrophic High

Testing and relocation of system com
interference; for future modifications 
interference.

ponents to
include tes

 correct the 
ting for interface Improbable Negligible Low

Fuel Bad Fuel Remote Catastrophic Serious Observe fueling; sump fuel as required. Improbable Catastrophic Medium
Improper fuel loading Remote Catastrophic Serious Observe fueling; confirm loading. Improbable Catastrophic Medium



Post Mitigation

Post Mitigation

Airport tLi tat ons

System: Environmental 2008 Infared Program Assessment
Pre M

verity Outcome
itigation Mitigation

Sub-systems Hazards Likelihood Se Likelihood Severity Outcome
Weather Flying in bad weather

Probable Critical High

Preflight planning;Just say NO (acce
be completed)! PIREPS, Call local a
flight, Equip monitoring (i.e. Wx Rada

pt the fact t
rea, change
r, Storm sc

hat the miss
 priority of m
ope, XM rad

ion cannot 
ission 
io, etc…) Occasional Critical Serious

Pressure to complete the mission 
of the Wx

regardless Frequent Critical High Just say NO! Education/Training of t
no-go situations. Preflight planning. G

he ground p
ive option

ersonnel re
s.

garding go- Occasional Critical Serious

Icing equipment (aircraft) failing Remote Marginal Medium Preflight checks of icing equipment, proper maintenance of icing equip. Improbable Marginal Medium

Smoke Column Occasional Critical Serious IR Technician reports, PIREPS, Deb
plane, airattack, etc…) Fly out of colu

rief other fir
mn

e air ops crews (lead Remote Critical Medium

Topography Contolled flight into terrain Improbable Catastophic Medium Maintain Situational Awareness, File IFR, Train and remain proficient Improbable Catastrophic Medium
Moderate (plus) turbulence Occasional Marginal Serious Preflight briefing, PIREPS, Fly different altitude or out of area Remote Marginal Medium

System: Airports 2008 Infared Program Assessment
Pre M

verity Outcome
itigation MitigationSub-systems Hazards Likelihood Se Likelihood Severity Outcome

Location Mountainous Terrain-Unfamiliar, le
CFIT,

ading to Occasional Catastrophic High Preflight planning, instrument approa
landing during daylight hours

ches, refusal of delivery point, Remote Critical Medium

Collision with wildlife on the runwa
to damage/injury of personnel or p

ys leading
roperty

 
Occasional Critical Serious Perform fly-by, contact personnel on

install gun on nose of aircraft
 ground to check field, air-drop, Improbable Critical Medium

Limitationsmi i Airport surface condition is not conducive surface condition is no  con
landing resulting in damage to airc

toducive to 
raft Remote Critical Medium Check the AFD, NOTAMS, local traffic, Tower, Improbable Critical Medium

Runway length is not appropiate fo
aircraft's capabilities

r the Occasional Critical Serious Perform performance calculations/preflight planning, NOTAMS Improbable Critical Medium

construction  hazards/equipment Occasional Critical Serious NOTAMS, ATIS, Local traffic, Tower, UNICOM Improbable Critical Medium
IAP Lighting systems are inop/inadequ

to a short landing/go-around, CFIT
ate leading Remote Catastrophic Serious ATIS UNICOM, visual cues, preflight planning Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Unfamiliar with the missed approa
procedures (MAP), leading to CFIT

ch Remote Catastrophic Serious Preflight planning. Performing appro
current charts, CRM

ach briefings, training/profeciency, Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Not having an IAP leading to a CFIT
Occasional Catastrophic High

Preflight planning. Performing appro
current charts, CRM, Do NOT land if
unsafe to make a safe visual approa

ach briefing
 conditions 
ch and land

s, training/p
are such tha
ing

rofeciency, 
t it is Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Airspace Congested, task saturation of con
pilots/crew, midair possibility

troller and/or Remote Catastrophic Serious TCAS, SA, CRM, Training, Communications, Chose another airport Improbable Catastrophic Medium

No Tower-pilots operating without 
wrong frequency-Possible midair 

radio or Remote Catastrophic Serious SA, communicattions, CRM, UNICO
TCAS, 

M, PIREPS, aircraft lighting, Improbable Catastrophic Medium

Incursions on the runway and parking areas Occasional Critical Serious SA, CRM, TCAS, Communications, A
tenders, familiar with the airport

/C lighting, training, parking Remote Critical Medium

Support 
Personnel

Unqualified Personnel (ground/ram
agency) leading to misfueling, haz
parking, leading to damage to the 
injury to personnel

p or 
ardous 
aircraft or Occasional Critical Serious SA, CRM, Communication, Training of support personnel Remote Critical Medium



Post Mitigation

     

System: Personnel 2008 Infared Program Assessment
Pre M

verity Outcome
itigation MitigationSub-systems Hazards Likelihood Se Likelihood Severity Outcome

Human Factors Fatigue-Cronic, errors due to fatigue (SA)
Frequent Critical High

Scheduling management (reduce du
staffing levels, sleep-power naps, T
decision to decrease duty day,

ty hrs and/o
raining, CR

r flight time)
M, support 

, sufficient 
of crew Remote Marginal Medium

Fatigue-Acute, errors due to fatigue (SA) Frequent Critical High Training, CRM, sleep-power naps, su
decrease duty day

pport of crew decision to Remote Negligible Low

Trans-cockpit authority gradient, ju
crewmember not confident in spea
about a hazard

nior 
king up Occasional Critical Serious

Education/Training, CRM, communic
(after action review, debrief)

ations, tailgate sessions/AAR 
Remote Critical Medium

Mission pressure from manageme
to fatigue, harried decisions leadin
hazardous mistakes

nt, leading
g to 

 
Frequent Catastrophic High

Training, CRM, Support of crew deci
share issues/disputes/conflict resolu

sions, neutr
tion

al person (arbitrator) to 
Remote Marginal Medium

Mission pressure from other factio
(dispatch/fire teams), leading to fa
anxiety, harried decisions leading 
hazardous mistakes

ns 
tigue, 
to Frequent Catastrophic High

Education/training, attending the IMT
open communication between IMTs,
(debriefings)

/dispatch m
 dispatch an

eetings, en
d coordinat

suring 
ors, AARs Occasional Marginal Medium

Stress and fatigue from insufficien
levels leading to the can-do/will-do

t staffing 
 attitudes Frequent Critical High Staff and budget at appropiate levels

manage workloads that are commen
, support th
cerate with

e crews dec
 the staffing 

ision to 
levels Remote Negligible Low

Logisitical issues with non-co-loca
personnel leading to additional ex
flight/landings/take-offs ultimately 
fatigue/stress/damage/injury to thefatigue/stress/damage/injury to the
or personnel

ted 
posure of 
leading to 
 aircraft anaircraft andd 

Frequent Catastrophic High

Co-locate personnel at single base/unit, RON at single location

Improbable Negligible Low

Personnel dissention between fac
IR "System" leading to stress and 
resulting in degraded decision ma
ultimately possible damage/injury 
personnel 

tions of the
anxiety, 
king and 
to aircraft o

 

r 
Probable Critical High

CRM & teambuilding training for all I
communications; pre/post season m
systems staff; AARs; clearly defined 
(Infrared Operations Guide).

R systems s
eeting to inc
policies, pr

taff; open 
lude all fact

ocedures & 
ions of IR 
roles Improbable Negligible Low

Training Unqualified personnel flying the ai
Resulting in: CFIT, emergency pro
incidents, accidents

rcraft-
cedures, Occasional Critical Serious

Qualified and mission profecient pers
staffing levels.

onnel flying the aircraft, adequate 
Improbable Negligible Low

Unqualified IR technicians leading
to aircraft and/or personnel

 to damage Remote Critical Medium Qualified and mission profecient pers
equipment.

onnel operating/maintaining the Improbable Negligible Low

Medical Flying with known physiological co
leading to degraded decisions, an
mistakes

nditions 
d hazardous Occasional Critical Serious

CRM, communications, training and 
to recover, see the Doctor, support fr

education, 
om other fa

take addition
ctions

al time off 
Improbable Negligible Low

Night Ops Accidents while driving to lodging 
mission completion late at night.

after Occasional Critical Serious Use of shuttles, most alert crewmember drives Remote Critical Medium

Incidents or errors caused by phys
challenges (circadian rhythem dev
vision, fatigue)

iological 
iations, Frequent Catastrophic High

Education and training; implement C
personnal limitations

RM; knowing and employing 
Occasional Critical Serious

Management Lack of skilled leadership/manage
supervisors and upper manageme
to stress/anxiety of crews resulting
and/or degraded decision-making 

rial skills in
nt leading 
 in errors 
skills.

 

Probable Critical High

Leadership training, participation in p
staff.

re/post meetings of IR system 

Remote Marginal Medium



Post Mitigation

Post Mitigation

i i f t h t fi i t

System: Policy 2008 Infared Program Assessment
Pre M

verity Outcome
itigation MitigaSub-systems Hazards Likelihood Se tion Likelihood Severity Outcome

Duty Day Fatigue-Cronic, errors due to fatigue (SA) Frequent Critical High Scheduling management (reduce du
staffing levels, sleep-power naps, tr
decision to decrease duty day

ty hrs and/o
aining, CRM

r flight time)
, support c

, sufficient 
rew 

Remote Marginal Medium

Fatigue-Acute, errors due to fatigue (SA) Frequent Critical High Training, CRM, sleep-power naps, su
duty day

pport crew decision to decrease Remote Negligible Low

Qualifications Unqualified personnel flying the ai
Resulting in: CFIT, emergency pro
incidents, accidents

rcraft-
cedures, 

Occasional Critical Serious Qualified and mission proficient pers
staffing levels.

onnel flying the aircraft, adequate Improbable Negligible Low

Ill-defined polic
and procedure

y 
s

Procedures that do not reflect the 
system leading to ambiguity in the
that need to be made, adding stre
anxiety to the crew's workload ultim
leading to hazardous decision ma
possible damage/injury to aircraft 

entire IR 
 decisions 
ss and 

ately 
king with 
or crew

Occasional Critical Serious Clearly defined policies, procedures,
Guide); Have IR Ops Guide approve

 and roles (
d by line of

Infrared Ope
ficer authorit

rations 
y.

Improbable Negligible Low

System: Flight Operations 2008 Infared Program Assessment
Pre M

verity Outcome
itigation MitigationSub-systems Hazards Likelihood Se Likelihood Severity Outcome

CWN/Other A/C Use of uncarded aircraft and crew
follow policy/safety recommendati

lti i f il t hresult ng n use o  pilo s w o are n
or current for the mission.  Using a
may have exceeded inspection an
component replacement deadlines

.  Failure to
ons 

t fi io  pro c en
ircraft that
d or 
.

 

t 
 Occasional Ne

Check aircraft data cards and pilot q

gligible Low

ualification cards

Improbable Negligible Low

Night Ops Incidents or errors caused by phys
challenges (circadian rhythm devia
impaired vision, fatigue)

iological 
tions, Frequent Catastrophic High

Education and training; implement C
personal limitations.

RM; Recognize and operate within 
Occasional Critical Serious

Communicatio Losing radio communicationsn Remote Negligible Low Carry back up hand-held radio in the survival kit; cell phones available Remote Negligible Low
Chance of striking person or prope
drop tube because of a lack of cle
communications during air drop

rty with 
ar Occasional Critical Serious

Ensure clear communications prior to
communications; follow established d

 drop--no d
rop proced

rop if no 
ures Improbable Negligible Low

Instrument Flyi Inadvertant flight into IMC Conditiong ns Remote Marginal Medium Filing IFR; preflight planning; if you e
instruments and exit IMC conditions

ncounter IMC inadvertantly fly Improbable Marginal Medium

Lack of currency and proficiency Remote Catastrophic Serious Maintain currency and proficiency; D
crewmembers to fly missions

o not allow non-current Improbable Catastrophic Medium
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	INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM SAFETY 
	April 2008
	Objective:  The objective of a Safety Management System (SMS) is to provide a structured management system to control risk in operations.  A formal system of hazard identification and safety risk management is essential in controlling risk to acceptable levels.  Safety management is centered on a systematic approach to hazard identification and risk management, in the interests of minimizing the loss of human life, property damage, and financial, environmental and societal losses. 
	Significant attention to safety in the aviation industry has evolved over many years of applying good practices. Continuous improvement in aviation safety, with balance achieved between safety and efficiency, demands that all participants in the system challenge the processes, the culture, and themselves, to identify weaknesses and to seek corrective solutions.
	Description:  System Safety falls under the umbrella of Safety Management Systems (SMS).  The definition of SMS is a Systemic approach to managing safety, including the necessary organizational structures, accountabilities, policies and procedures.  The result is the ability to systemically identify hazards and control risks as well as provide assurance that risk controls are effective.  Although we currently do a good job of identifying hazards and controlling risks, we are not realizing the full benefit that a system wide approach provides.
	The foundation of SMS consists of four “pillars,” they are Safety Policy, Safety Risk Management, Safety Assurance and Safety Promotion.  When fully implemented SMS provides and promotes a Positive Safety Culture.  A Positive Safety Culture is an Informed Culture, Flexible Culture, Learning Culture, Just Culture, and a Reporting Culture that captures the operational knowledge and experience of the employees and involves them in the safety achievement process.  The desired end result of this cultural shift is to achieve the status of a Highly Reliable Organization (HRO).  **
	In an Informed Culture people are knowledgeable about the human, technical, organizational and environmental factors that determine the safety of the system as a whole.  In a Flexible Culture people can adapt organizational processes when facing high temporary operations or certain higher levels of risk, shifting from the conventional pyramid organization model to a flatter model.  In a Learning Culture people have the willingness and the competence to draw conclusions from safety information systems and the will to implement major reforms.  A Just Culture encourages people (even rewards) to provide essential safety-related information.  However there is a clear line that differentiates between acceptable and unacceptable behavior.  In a Reporting Culture people are prepared to report their errors and experiences.  To successfully implement a Positive Safety Culture we need participation from top leadership, down to all of the people accomplishing the mission or task. 
	Following your review of the stated Objective and Description of System Safety, you probably have questions on how to best utilize the Guide, as well as how this fits into “the big picture”.
	First the big picture; the agencies started looking into System Safety in 2005.  Their findings were positive and in 2006 the BLM entered into an Interagency partnership with the USFS to start work on Aviation Safety Assessments.  The first assessments were completed by Interagency Subject Matter Experts (SME) in March of 2007 and were made available on line in May of 2007.  These are the second revision, completed in March of 2008, are posted online and have been distributed in hard copy in this Aviation System Safety Guide.   Our goal is to work towards an Interagency Safety Management System that incorporates all four of the SMS pillars mentioned earlier.  Adoption of SMS also brings the agencies into alignment with the minimum aviation safety standards agreed to internationally within guidelines of the International Civil Aviation Organization. (ICAO 9859).
	Where are we at with the processes that will achieve the SMS “four pillar” goal?  
	Pillar number one is Safety Policy.  We have existing policy in place that supports the foundation of SMS in our aviation safety programs.  
	Pillar number two is Safety Risk Management.  This currently is our strongest area, as we have completed Assessments on Helicopter Operations, Rappel, External Loads, Aerial Supervision, SEATs, Heavy Airtankers, and the Infra-Red program.  
	Pillar number three is Safety Assurance.  Accident Investigation, Preparedness Reviews, Fire Aviation Safety Teams (FAST), Aviation Safety Assistance Teams (ASAT),  SAFECOMs, and numerous other tools monitor and report the health of our prevention efforts.  Currently we are working towards implementation of an Aviation Lessons Learned/BLOG web site, trending Interagency SAFECOMs multiple times during fire season, and work towards a “Reporting Culture”.  
	The fourth Pillar is Safety Promotion.  We have the ability to implement very positive change in this area by creating a positive “Learning Culture”.  Communication is the key to success in this pillar.  Training systems are being updated to reflect the principles and procedures being implemented in SMS. Other tools include Safety Alerts, Technical Bulletins, safety memoranda, Aviation Safety Committees, tailgate sessions and video clips such as the Six Minutes for Safety series.
	** Weick and Sutcliff, Managing the Unexpected

	howtouseguide.pdf
	HOW DO I USE THIS GUIDE?
	Risk Management Pillar:  The following Aviation Safety Assessments represent one important step in the four pillar, system safety approach.  They include Helicopter Operations, Helicopter Rappel, Helicopter External Loads, Single Engine Airtankers (SEAT), Aerial Supervision (leadplane, ASM, air attack), Infra-Red,  and Heavy Airtankers.  These aviation program risk assessments were first begun in 2007 by interagency teams that incorporated Subject Matter Experts from the respective operations and pilots from each of the flight operations( combined in the term SME), and then revised using updated risk matrices by the SME teams in 2008.
	TAB TWO contains Common System Hazards.  Listed are five systems that house the most commonly reported hazards from all of the SME Teams. Within the Systems are hazards that still require your local action plans in order to reduce the risks in these systems to acceptable levels. 
	This TAB also houses two supporting spreadsheets entitled Rotor-Wing Common Hazards and Fixed-Wing Common Hazards.  These spreadsheets summarize the most common findings of the SME Teams that are reoccurring trends of high risk across several missions.  These spreadsheets were the source of the Common System Hazards listed earlier in the TAB TWO.
	TAB THREE through TAB Nine contain the individual Hazard Logs developed by each SME Team.  These TABS depict mission systems, hazards, risk assessments and mitigations associated with each hazard.  These mitigations can be applied to Project Aviation Safety Plans as well as all Aerial Firefighting activities.
	TAB Ten contains the four stage risk assessment matrix used by the SME teams.  The matrix is accompanied by the definitions of each of the levels of Severity and Probability that result a final risk level stated as Low, Medium, High, or Extreme.  
	 TAB Eleven is a flow chart that can be used as a checklist of items to jog your memory when preparing PASP, monitoring flight operations, or for high risk activity and mishap prevention.
	Local action plans should incorporate some or all of the following steps as best practices that will effectively accomplish hazard mitigation. These assessments can and should be used for briefing tools, tailgate safety sessions, Project Aviation Safety Plans (PASP), and especially during periods of increased fire activity.  Area Command, Aviation Safety Assistance Teams (ASAT), Incident Management Teams (IMT), Contractor/Vender employees, as well as all aviation users can benefit from reviewing and utilizing this valuable information.  We encourage Interagency personnel to utilize our contract pilots to participate in morning briefings and After Action Reviews (AAR) utilizing the applicable assessments.
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	Common Hazards
	Interagency Aviation System Safety Assessment 2008:
	The result of the 2008 System safety review is that there are five major systems that continue to exhibit high-risk trends which are not adequately mitigated.
	I.  Common System Hazards:  This information was gathered from the program risk assessments conducted by SME’s and pilots involved in each aerial suppression mission.
	The following hazards were recognized more often than any other area, as high risk- high exposure operations that require further system mitigation to achieve an acceptable level.  Each system, and associated hazard is identified on the column at the left.  The right hand column states the effectiveness of existing mitigations.  Hazards listed as NO in RED INK require additional management attention to lower the risk to an acceptable level in order to prevent future accidents in this high risk activity.  Recommended mitigation actions are listed under roman numeral II. below.
	 System             Acceptable Mitigation?
	A. Operations -  
	  1. Acceptance of Risk as Normal         NO
	  2. Inappropriate Use of Aircraft         Yes
	B.  Environment – 
	  1. Collision With Terrain, Trees, Wires (CFIT)        NO
	  2. Density Altitude, (Hot, High, Heavy)          Yes
	C.  Policy –
	  1.  Differing Standards/Procedures Between Agencies & Offices      Yes
	2.  Lack of Inspectors/ Standards           NO
	D.  Personnel –
	  1.  Fatigue  (All Personnel)            NO
	  2.  Lack of Training, Qualified personnel (All Personnel)         NO
	  3.  Knowledge/Proficiency With Equipment  (Flight Crew)       Yes
	II.  Mitigating Actions for Acceptable Level of Risk
	This describes the current system defenses that prevent hazards from becoming accidents. Where the risk is not lowered to an acceptable level, or continues to exhibit a current accident/incident trend, additional mitigations are recommended. 
	A.  Operations
	1.  Acceptance of Risk as Normal:  This has been widely recognized as a cultural issue that is prevalent in the field and in management.  
	RECOMMEND:  To continue agency-wide emphasis on a change in culture toward the level of a Highly Reliable Organization. (a) This requires changes in policy, doctrine and training systems.  Work is underway in these areas but not completed. (b) All contracts should include a requirement for service providers to implement their own safety programs incorporating System Safety elements.
	2.  Inappropriate Aassignment of Aircraft: The field perception is that there are too many untrained personnel involved in the daily assignment of aircraft to our complex mission environment.
	MITIGATED:  New positions are being used as national aircraft coordinators that will help to reduce this hazard to an acceptable level. 
	B. Environment
	1.  Collision with Terrain, Trees, Wires (CFIT):  CFIT is the main category of accident/incident occurrence in all aviation missions.  The highest probability of this occurrence is during single pilot, low-level flight operations during the firefighting mission.
	RECOMMEND: Where practicable, modify contracts to require a second pilot in the aircraft (especially in helicopter long-line operations).  SEAT operations should be provided with aerial supervision during all complex operations that impose the possibility of pilot task saturation.
	2.  Density Altitude, (Hot, High, Heavy):  Hot high, and Heavy conditions are recognized as a common hazard to all mountain flying operations.  Awareness of this hazard has been elevated through improved training of flight crews, field personnel and dispatchers.
	MITIGATED:  Continued attention to this operating environment and maintaining the situation awareness at all levels.
	C.  Policy
	1.  Differing Standards Between Agencies and Offices:  Interagency standards have been recognized as an issue for over 30 years.  All agencies have applied extensive training on the subject and continue to develop guides and handbooks to further reduce operating failures.
	MITIGATED: Continued awareness at all levels of the organization and leadership flexibility to conduct appropriate work-around solutions.
	2.  Lack of Inspectors/Standards:  The common failure cited is a lack of adequate time allotted during inspections, lack of sufficiently experienced inspectors, or a lack of standardized inspection procedures that result in missing critical safety items. This includes errors in determining pilot experience or performance; vendor shopping among agencies for aircraft/pilot carding; missed standard equipment items; rushed inspections; lack of adequate staffing to maintain the nation scope of operations.
	RECOMMEND:  Additional qualified inspectors are needed in the field to adequately reduce this type of hazard to an acceptable level.
	D.  Personnel
	1. Fatigue:  All assessment teams listed short term and cumulative fatigue as a major concern.  This becomes especially concerning during peak periods of activity that are further complicated by changes in work/rest cycles, poor eating habits, high heat - high stress situations, work away from the home unit, and repetitive state of dehydration.
	RECOMMEND:  There is insufficient data available in the firefighting environment to be able to make a scientifically sound recommendation at this time. Evidence suggests that existing work rest guidelines have not been effective in preventing error or eliminating accidents.  Additional awareness and prevention is needed in order to curb the causal factors of human error due to fatigue. 
	2.  Lack of Training/Qualified Personnel:  This is predominant in three areas (a) seasonal federal employees are not brought on early enough to receive proficiency training prior to high-risk mission assignments, resulting in poor and unsafe performance in the field.  (b) Contract personnel, especially pilots, are not trained by the service provider in our mission environment.  Special flight activities including long-line operations, mountain flying, and firefighting need thorough pre-contract training to be conducted for new employees prior to their assignment in the field. (c) Due to high turnover and retirements, there is a lack of qualified aviation personnel, especially ATGS and AOBD positions.
	RECOMMEND: (a) The agencies fund additional time for specialized training of seasonal personnel that are assigned in these high risk missions.  (b) The agencies fund the development and conduct of specialized training for contract personnel in these high risk missions. (c) Prioritize the training and replacement of ATGS and AOBD personnel in order to maintain adequate levels of safety oversight in field operations.
	3. Knowledge/Proficiency with Equipment:  It is common in the industry to rotate pilots among multiple aircraft.  With the rapid change in complexity of new technology, and additional contract requirements for GPS, AFF, FM radios, etc. the flight crews have not been adequately trained to become proficient in the use of the wide variety of equipment installed in contracted aircraft.
	MITIGATED: Agency inspectors are advised to take extra time to assure that flight crews are familiar and proficient in all installed avionics equipment.  Upon reaching the assigned field site, managers should allow time for pilot proficiency and familiarization of all installed equipment prior to mission flying.
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